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Steady Economic Growth Continues
• Assets Of Local Financial Firms
Top $200 Million For First Time
By LO'WELL ATCHLEY
Although most local bankers and
savings and loan officials say a national
economic slowdown is inevitable,
possibly as early as May, that downturn
map not have the impact locally that
it'll have in other areas.
This area, they say, continues a
steady economic growth recorded
locally for the past few years.
That growth is reflected in the
publication recently of county bank and
savings and loan statements of
financial condition.
According to those figures, Calloway
County's three local banks, Bank of
Murray, People's Bank and Dee's Bank
of Hazel, show asset gains of almost $20
million.
Local banks ended 1977 with
$162,262,000 in total assets, while they
closed out last year with $182,224,000 in
total assets, a gain of $19,998,000.
As a whole the banks and the county's
three savings and loan institutions,




The Murray High School concert
band will perform their annual winter
concert at 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 22.
The concert will be held at the Murray
University School auditorium, and the
admission is free. -
The symphonic band, conducted by
James Light, will perform "Fanfare
and Allegro" by Clifton Williams;
"March of the Ill-Assorted Guards" by
Jerry Livingston; "Concertino for
Clarinet" by Von Weber, featuring
Sharon Blodgett; "Blessed Are They"
by Brahms; and "Russian Sailor's
Dance" by Gliere.
Under the direction of Frank Schwab
and John Goode, the concert band will
play "March: The Eagle Has Landed"
by Lain Schifrin; "Original Dixieland
Concerto" by John Warrington;
"Lethridge Overture" by James
Ployhor; and "A Wind River Portrait"
by Jared Spears.
The public is invited to attend.
MNS Entries Win
In Drama Tourney
The Murray High School Speech Club
had two winning entries in the regional
drama festival held at Murray State
University this past weekend.
Murray's Senior Division, grades 10
through 12, presented a cutting from
Arthur Miller's play, "The Crucible,"
receiving second place and being
recommended to go to the state tour-
nament.
The Murray Junior Division, grades 7
through 9, presented a one act play
entitled "The Veldt" by Ray Bradbury,
receiving first place and being
recommended to go to the state tour-
nament.
Seven members of the 11-member
cast in the senior division were named
to the All Regional Cast. Members of
the cast were Richard Simon, Debbie
Geurin, Greg Schmaltz, Pat Whitlow,
Sharon Whaley, Susan Nall, Mary
Morris, Lewis Bossing, Mike Pitts,
Nancy Kiesow, and Steve Dunn. The
Senior division was the state runnerup
in drama in 1978.
All members of the junior division
were named to the All Regional Cast
who were Mark Austin, Kellie Overbey,
Carol Spann, Erin O'Brien, and Dean
Stoddart. Murray's Junior divison is
the defending state champion.
The groups were directed by Mark
Etherton and Robin Crutcher and will
compete in the state drama tournament
to be held in Lexington March 9 and 10.
The regional drama festival here is
sponsored by the Kentucky High School
Speech League and is a preliminary to
state competition.
and Loan, Security Federal and Home
Federal recorded assets totaling over
$207,712,932 million, according to
figures supplied by Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce. Local
financial institutions had $177,530,000
assets at the end of 197/, chamber
figures show.
Joe Dick, president of Bank of
Murray, said he was generally.
satisfied with his institution's gain in
assets last year, from 991,648,000 at the
end of 1977 to $102,308,000 ending ,1978.
"We're in a tight money situation and
growth is costing substantially more
because of the money market," Dick
said.
Dick called the Federal Reserve
Board's current monetary policy "an
attempt to dry up money in the private
sector." Local financial officials say
money market certificates introduced
in mid-1978 and which bear high in
contributed to the upward spiral
of interest rates.
"I think we're going to see the in-
flation we're seeing now well into 1979,
then a tightening and at the end a
recessive period," Dick predicted.
But he pointed out the diversity of the
Cooperation Asked In
Census Planned Locally
During the next two months, Murray
residents will be asked to cooperate in a
population census being conducted for
the Murray Planning Commission and
the Murray Common Council by
Murray State University students.
The census is under the direction of
Prof. W. A. Franklin, geography
department, and chairman of the
planning commission. Funding for the
census is being provided by MSU's
Committee on Institutional Studies and
Research.
The major objective of the census,
according to a spokesman, is to provide
city government with much needed
detailed population information to
assist in planning for the cit's future
growth and development. It is expected
that the city council will use the
population information to make a
decision concerning its voting wards.
The information will also be available
to any groups or individuals who need
it.
Approximately 15 geography
students and studeap se*)--itre mem-
bers of MSU's real estatofritternity will
be conducting the census by calling on
each house within the corporate limits.
The students will be carrying a letter
from the Murray chief of police iden-
tifying them and asking citizens to
cooperate.
The census contains nine questions
which deal with family size, age of
residents, educational attainment,
retirement, length of residency in the
city, distance driven to work and home
ownership. Names of individuals will
not be taken. The information collected
will be summarized on maps of the city.
Community Theatre Names
Anniversary Event Staff
The production staff for the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre's
Second Anniversary Celebration has
been announced by Betty Brockway,
the anniversary event chairman.
Brockway heads the staff as
production manager, while publicity is
headed by John Pasco Jr. Others
working on publicity include Tonda
West, outdoor; Robert Valentine, radio-
TV; Anne Chapman, speciality;
Charlotte Foreman, art director; David
Boyd and Gene Bailey, photographers.
The business manager is Mickey
Phillips, with Peggy Billington and
Oneida Boyd as co-chairmen, box of-
fice; Diane Johnson, Bettye Baker and
Libby Hart, co-chairmen, hospitality;
and Mary Bartlett and Janice Austin,
co-chairmen, house.
Technical director is tarry Bartlett
with Mark Etherton as stage manager;
Lewis Bossing, assistant stage
manager; Ned O'Brien, lighting
director; Linda Shepard, scene
designer; Patsy Massey, properties
master; and Pat Kiesow, costumer.
The performance of "You (Still) Ain't
Seen Nothin' Yet" will be held at the
Murray Jaycee Center on March I, 2
and 3. Tickets may be purchased by
reservation only by calling 759-1752 day
or night. The evening's celebration
including dinner, tax, tip, the show and
dancing is 99.50 per ticket.
Monday's Dark Fired Sales
Good; Committee Named
Monday's dark fired tobacco sales on
Murray's two loose-leaf floors went
very well, according to spokesmen. In
addition, the board of directors of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association announced the ap-
pointment of an 11-man advisory
committee made up of grower mem-
bers.
Holmes Ellis, the association's
general manager, said this morning
that 463,959 pounds of tobacco was sold
yesterday with an average of $116.16
per hundredweight.
A top price of $154 per hundredweight
was reported by Rob McCallon of
Growers Loose Leaf Floor. "We were
very pleased with yesterday's sale,"
McCallon said. "The farmers sold
practically all of their tobacco and
rejections ran about 3 to 4 percent."
Those named to the Advisory Com-
mittee are Jim Kelly, Route 3, Murray;
Billy Joe Kingins, Route 4, Murray;
Dennis Chester, Route 1, Murray; Billy
Murdock, Route 7, Murray; Jack
Nicholson; Cunningham; Kenneth
Galloway, Farmington; David Vowel],
FFA Section Today
The annual Future Farmers of America tabloid section is included as part
of today's edition of The Murray Ledger & Times.
The section, annually published during FFA week in February, pays
tribute to the Calloway County Chapter of Future Farmers of America.
This year's 16-page section is loaded with photos and articles about the
chapter's activities and members as well as advertisements from local
merchants who have taken this means of saluting our community's agri-
business leaders of tomorrow
Mayfield; Teddy Clapp, Sedalia;
Morris Parrn Jr., Sedalia; Harvey
Donoho, Dukedom; and Joseph Wayne
Wilson, Fancy Farm.
The committee appointed by the
association will meet with the board to
assist in getting information to other
growers concerning lower prices being
offered for dark fired tobacco. This
committee will be asked to work with
the board of directors, buyers and sale
floors for the orderly marketing of
tobacco, to assist in securing higher
prices and with any other problems that
may arise.
local economy with its industry, far-
ming and employment at Murray State,
will soften the impact of a national
recession.
Bank of Murray is located downtown
with branches on North and South 12th
Street.
Bill Boyd, president of People's
Bank, said he was satisfied with the
asset gain his institution made — from
$60,300,000 to $68,523,014. People's Bank
has its main office downtown with of-
fices at 12th and Chestnut and on South
12th Street.
"I'm always known as an optimist
but I think there is going to be
recession, or at least a cutback, in 1979.
However, I don't believe it will be as
severe as the one we had before (1974
and 1975i," Boyd said. He predicted a
downward turn beginning in October.
Both Boyd and Dick indicated their
loan demand was "good" last year and
See ASSETS,
Page 10, Column 5
Assets Rising
This illustration depicts the growth in assets at Murray and Calloway
County financial institutions over the past three years. For the first time inhistory, the assets topped $200 million during 1978. Staff graphics
Unprecedented Five Scouts
Awarded Eagle Badge Monday
An unprecedented five Scouts —
David Mikulcik, Mike Pitts, Joe Har-
mon, David Honchul and Don Moseley
— were awarded the coveted Eagle
Badge, highest rank in Boy Scouting, at
a citywide Court of Honor held Monday
evening by Troops 13, 45 and. 77 at the
First Christian Church.
Mikulcik, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
John Mikulcik, 1613 Keenland Drive, is
a sophomore at Murray High School.
He is the senior patrol leader of Troop
13.
Pitts is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas L. Pitts, 1513 Kirkwood Drive,
and is a senior at Murray High. He is
active in the speech club and is a disc
jockey at WNBS.
Harmon, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Lee Harmon, 2207 Edinborough
Drive, is a junior at Murray High. He is
active in the band, Hi-Y, and is past
senior patrol leader of Troop 77.
Honchul, a sophomore at Murray
High, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Honchul. He is active in speech, Hi-Y,
and is manager of the basketball team.
Moseley, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Owen B. Moseley, 1623 Loch Lomond, is
a freshman at Murray High. He is
active in the band and is the assistant
senior patrol leader of Troop 77.
District Judge Sid Easley delivered
the "Eagle Charge" to the Scouts and
commended their achievements and
their ability to start and finish a long
and difficult task. Judge Easley
challenged them to build upon their
good reputation and carry the same
persistence, talent and courage into
their future endeavors in order to in-
sure a successful life and career.
The Rev. Fred Morton represented
the Four Rivers Council as chairman of
the Court of Honor. The invocation was
given by Dr. David Roos, pastor of the
First Christian Church.
During the ceremony, Steve
Robinson received his official
neckerchief during the New Scout
Investiture. Tom Carruthers, assistant
Scoutmaster of Troop 77, presented the
Tenderfoot rank to Scouts Mark
McCuiston, Clay Perkins and John
Swann.
Larry Doyle, Scoutmaster of TroOp
13, awarded the second class rank to
Steve Beyer, Andy Jobs, Mikal Grimes,
Robin Adams, Charles Cella and Denny
Fleming.
Council district commissioner Bob
Waters made the first class presen-
tation to Kurt Kesselar. Troop 45
Scoutmaster James Weatherly
awarded Mark Cunningham and Steve
French the Star rank. Charles Clark,
council executive officer, bestowed the
Life rank upon Joey Rose. Merit badges
were also awarded to the scouts who
earned them.
The parents of the new Eagle Scouts
entertained the gathering of parents
and other townspeople at a reception
following the ceremony.
EAGLE SCOUTS — Five Scouts were awarded the highest rank in Boy Scouting, the Eagle Badge, at a citywideCourt of Honor Monday evening at the First Christian Church. The awarding of the Eagle Scout rank to five youngmen was an unprecedented event. The Eagle Scouts pictured left to right with their parents behind them are, JoeHarmon, son of Mr. and Mrs. James lee Harmon; Mike Pitts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L Pitts; Don Moseley, son ofDr. and Mrs. Owen B. Moseley; David Mikulcik. son of Dr. and Mrs. John Mikukik; and David Honchul, son of Mr. andMrs. Delbert Honchul. Awards and recognition were also made to Scouts of Troops 45, 13 and 77.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. lee
Tappan Reports Good Year
"Earnings in 1978, related to our
continuing businesses, were at record
levels," W. R. Tappan, chairman of the
board of the Tappan Company told the
board of directors at its February
meeting.
"Demand for the company's products
was strong during 1978, as evidenced by
a record sales year for our continuing
businesses," Tappan said. "Sales of
major appliances, particularly in the
second half of 2978, were very good.
While net earnings during the year
14
 w adversely affected by a one-time
ge resulting from the sale of the
any's heating and air conditioning
division, we believe this move, as well
as the sale of the F. H. Lawson Division
in 1978, will significantly improve the
future earning potential of the com-
pany."
a.The Murray operation of Tappan is
NI.
the major industrial employer in the
local community.
The board of directors announced at
its meeting:
— 1978 sales from continuing
operations were $256.2 million and
earnings from continuing operations
Were $5.1 million or $1.67 per share.
— Fourth quarter 1978 sales were
974.4 million and earnings were $2.1
million, or $.69 per share.
— A 1.07 per share cash dividend has
been declared for the first quarter of
1979, payable on March 15 to
Shareholders of record on March 1.
"The company ended 1978 in a strong
financial position," Tappan added.
"The proceeds from divestitures as
well as funds generated from con-
tinuing operations enabled us to end the
year with no borrowings on the com-
pany's lines of-credit. In addition, long-
term debt WBS reduced by 111 million \as. 
inside today
Two Sections-26 Pages
The Murray State Racers, faced with the team's worst
basketball season on record, recaptured some glory last
night by defeating traditional rival Western Kentucky
University for the second time this season. For details on
the game, and all the other sports action, turn to today's
Sports Section, pages five and six.
cloudy and-
not as cold
Cloudy and not as cold, with
rain likely tonight. Lows in the
low 40s. Cloudy and warmer with
a chance of rain Wednesday.
Highs in the low and mid 50s.
Winds will be south to
southeasterly at 10 to 15 miles an
hour tonight. Precipitation
chances are 60 percent tonight
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HEALTH
Preventing ̀ middle-aged pot'
DEAR DR. LAMB -- Is it
necessary for middle-aged
women to get big stomachs
and all out of shape? I am 50
years old and have begun to
•notice how women my age
look. I am 5 foot 3 and weigh
130 pounds. I am small-
boned and think I'm about 15
pounds overwight. I have
been trying but it seerhs
:impossible to lose these
. pounds,
I had a gall bladder opera-
tion five months ago. I walk
about two miles a day, but
Fm afraid to try any other
exercise. I have heard
women gain weight during
and after the menopause. Is
this true?
DEAR READER — I'm
afraid it's true that women
do tend to gain at the time of
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
the menopause and thereaft-
er, but that doesn't mean
that you have to: Of course,
having recently had abdomi-
nal surgery and not having
been able to do any abdomi-
nal exercises since then
would cause you difficulty in
keeping your waist mea-
surements down.
I'm pleased to see that you
realize that whether a per-
son has excess fat depends
upon both how many calo-
ries he eats and how many
he uses. That's why I like to
see a sensible diet combined
with a sensible exercise pro-
gram to lose fat.
Walking two miles a day,
for a woman of your weight,
uses less than 120 calories,
but if you multiply those
times 365 days a year, that's
Your Individual e
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1979
S What kind of day will
iomorrow be? To find out what
jhe stars say, read the
lorecast given for your birth
Sign.
;SRIES
3 Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr
- Though the day begins on a
"cheerful note, you may be
ihocked to discover that a
plose one is envious of your
:pareer progress.
-TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 28)ti€e?
For reasons perhaps even
unknown to the party con-
cerned, an adviser does not
have your best interests at
heart. Beware of other's hang-
ups.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201
An innocent flirtation may
end  uP an asendezvous with
uhexiecTriuniAcations. Be
careful of to whom you extend
your affections.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 03/
Silence on the part of a
family member doesn't mean
that everything is well. Later,
you may be surprised at the
intensity of their grievances.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22) J244g
Partnership accord marks
the daylight hours, but
unexpected news about a work
situation may be upsetting.
Don't be careless with health.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. M)11 '
•Do-it-yourselfers will ac-
complish much today. Follow
intuition re home matters, but
watch out for free-loaders in
the P.M.
LDIRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 4,_Leri
You could inadvertently
mislead others now. Expect
repercuAlsions later if your
actions are at cross purposes
with your words.
SCORPIO
t Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)1fl,4
11463-
7)?
Purchase needed items for
the household, but avoid
suspiciousness with loved ones
later, or communications with
them will be marred.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) )erfile).
Attend to personal needs.
Initiative works wonders but
financial dealings with others
are dubious. Watch out for
gifts with strings attached.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
Keep your own counsel now.
A friend could betray a con-
fidence or seem disloyal at a
career related function. Don't
mix business with pleasure.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) --.411.1
A social occasion goes well
— but remember there are
those out to further their own
aims. Smile, be courteous, but
reveal nothing.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Trust your hunches re
career endeavors, but you
may be startled to learn that a
friend values you for your
money above other con-
siderations.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word.
Imaginative, you can succeed
as an actor, writer, musician,
dancer, journalist, or teacher.
Watch out that your Piscean
tendency towards in-
trospection doesn't lead to
depression or aloofness. Your
best success comes through an
extroverted approach to
living. Keep interested in the
world outside and overcome
your tendency to withdraw.
You're liable to do some ex-
perimenting before settling on
a career. You'd do better in
business for yourself than as
an employee. Birthdate of:
Ann Sheridan, actress; Nina
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YOU'LL BELIEVE ;PO 
A MAN CAN FLY 7:00,
SUPERMAN 9:40






















equivalent to the calories in
12 pounds of fat a year.
I'm reluctant to tell you
you should start doing-ab-
dominal exercises to tighten
up your abdominal muscles,
because I don't know about
the status of your recovery.
However, I am sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 3-7, Girth Control:
Avoiding The Big Middle.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. This
issue includes exercises that
could be used to help reduce
the girth.
You might discuss this
with your family doctor who
is familiar with your sur-
gery. At the very least, I'm
sure that he will agree that
you can lie on your back and
voluntarily contract your
abdominal muscles, lower
and upper. Contracting and
relaxing, contracting and re-
laxing will work the abdomi-
nal muscles without putting
them under excess load.
This is another way people
with back trouble can also
help to strengthen their ab-
dominal muscles.
If you're permitted to do
leg lift exercises, which are
the ones that work for the
lower abdomen, you might
lie on your back, bend your
knees as you draw your
heels toward the buttocks, at
the same time lifting your
knees up so you are literally
shortening the length of your
legs. Then push your feet up
and out as you straighten
your knees. As you do this,
be sure to contract the lower
abdominal muscles. This
way you don't have any
jerky leverage against the
spine or abdominal muscles
while working the lower
muscles that contribute to
the "lower pot.
Miss Paulette Ross Is
Married To Mr. Jones
The Sugar Creek Baptist
Church was the scene of the
candlelight wedding of Miss
Paulette Ross, daughter 0:
Mr. and Mrs. James Ross and
James Edward Jones, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Jones. The
Rev. Allie Rudolph, uncle et
the bride, and the Rev. Ger*
Owen performed the im-
pressive winter wedding at
6:30 p.m.
The pews were decorated
with blue silk flowers, baby
breath and eucalyptus tied
with blue satin bows. The altar
was decorated by a centered
fifteen branch candlelabrurn,
two spiral candelabra with
two brass urns holding large
brown ferns on either side.
Candles in each window and a
unity candle at the.,,, altar
completed the decorations.
Preceding the ceremony
Mrs. Judy Henry, pianist and
soloist, presented a program
of nuptial music. Selections
included "Colour My World,"
"You are so Beautiful,"
''Sunrise Sunset," "The
Twelth of Never," and as the
couple lighted their unity
candle Mrs. Henry sang
"Annie's Song." The
traditional wedding marches
were used for the processional
and the recessional.
Miss Lisa Jones, sister of
the groom, kept the register
and Aleshia Gail Harris,
cousin of the bride, distributed
the wedding scrolls. The
wedding was directed by Mrs.
Sheri Ross, sister-in-law of the
bride.
Candlelighters and ushers
were Ronnie Ross, brother of
the bride, and Larry Bell,
brother-in-law of the groom.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father andTry to increase your walk- _given in marriage by . her
ing. Take- advantage parents. She was lovely in aevery opportunity you have -
to be physically active. It's formal gown of candlelight
the accumulation of re-
peated subrnaximal exer-
cises that helps to use calo-
ries during the day.
satin peau overlaid with silk
organza, featuring pearl lace
appliques and edged with a
Several Courtesies Are
Given Recent Couple
Several courtesies were White.
extended to Mr. and Mrs. Approximately 15 people
James Edward Jones prior to were present or sent gifts.
their recent wedding.
A household shower was
held in the community room of
the Federal Savings and Loan
Building with the hostesses
being Mrs. Glenna Harris,
Mrs. Sylvia Harris, Mrs. Mary
Harris and Mrs. Debbie Bell.
Approximately 50 people
were present or sent gifts.
A brunch was held at the
home of Mrs. (tley White for
the bride elect and also the
former Gale Broach.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Pam Curd, Mrs. Marsha
Hargrove, Miss Vickie Bailey,
Mrs. Pat Albritten, and Mrs.
Workshops
Are Planned
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Two
workshops will be held later
this month to organize
delegates and alternates to the
Governor's Pre-White House





from the eastern part of the
state will meet from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 21 in
the library building and the
Powell Building at Eastern
Kentucky University in Rich-
mond. The western Kentucky
representatives will meet
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Wednesday. Feb 28 at the
Executive Inn in Owensboro.
Priscilla Gotsick, consultant
with the White House Con-
ference on Library and
Information Services, con-
eslucts the workshops to advise
'White House conference
delegates and alternates on
procedures and methods for
arriving at a consensus She
will also explain how to
develop resolutions to present
to the governor at the state
conference in March and to
the federal government at the
Washington, D.C., conference
in October.
These resolutions will deal
with libraries and what they
need to do in the areas of




A household shower was
held at the fellowship hall of
the First Baptist Church with
the hostesses being Mesdames
Dot Harris, Naomi Rogers,
Mary Hamilton, Mildred
Lowe, Marilyn Lee, Roberta
Ward, and Wanda Colson.
Approximately 45 people
were present or sent gifts.
A cook-out was held in honor
of the bride elect at the home
of Miss Vicki Humphreys.
Guests present included the
bridesmaids and close friends.
Hostesses were Beth and Vicki
Humphreys.
A shower was held at the
home of Miss Kathey Kelly.
The hostesses were Miss
Melinda Fullterson, Mrs. Suzy
Lawrence and Miss Kelly.
They presented the bride with
an electric skillet.
The home of Mrs. Hazel
Morton was the scene of a
miscellaneous shower.
Hostesses for the event were
Bonnie Douglas and Mrs.
Morton. Cake and Cokes were
served to the guests.
A pot luck supper was held
at South Central Bell.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Odell Vance, Joan Capo, Mary
Atkins, Sheri Ross, Flora
Sautel, Diane Fticherson, Judy
Outland, Mag Jones,
Margaret Vincent, and
Monette Outland. The bride
elect received many lovely
gifts.
TURKEY SANDWICHES
To get the most out of your
money from holiday turkey,
turn a second or third meal
from it into tantalizing san-
dwiches, selecting one item
from each of the four food
groups: Place four slices of
buttered toast on baking
sheet. Stack several spears of
drained asparagus or broccoli
(cooked from 10 oz. package).
sliced turkey, sliced drained
mushrooms (from 2 ox.) jar.
Spoon over each 14 cup cheese
sauce (1 cup medium white
sauce to which you've added 1
cup shredded Cheddar
cheese). Broil 3 to 5 minutes
until hot and bubbly
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Jones
deep border of Venice lace.
The fitted bodice featured a
Victorian neckline accented
with Venice lace reem-
broidered with seed pearls.
The full length fitted sleeves
ended in points and fastened dusty blue knit with a mat-
with tiny covered buttons. Her ching jacket. Mrs. Jones,
headdress was a raised juliet mother of the groom, wore a
crown encrusted with seed formal gown of mauve knit.
pearls. A formal veil of silk They both wore gardenia
illusion was attached to the corsages.
headpiece. The gown was Mrs. Ruby Harris and Mr&
created-trTiGs. Eula Ross, 'Eula Ross, grandmothers of
grandmother of the bride.-- ----the bride, were presented-- DEAR ASSISTANT: Speak upl _He may appreciate ILShe carried a natural corsages of white carnations. (P.S. If he doesn't, your next job has got to be better!)
bouquet of white roses, tiny
blue silk flowers, baby's
breath and evergreen
surrounding a white gardenia
gathered with a narrow white
satin ribbon. The bride
presented her mother with a
4 white rose as she approached
the altar. She honored her
swum






DEAR ABBY: Last Satudey I was to meet a friend in a
store so we could shop together. I got there a little early and
walked around checking prices. I had been in the store often,
and even paid my utility bills there. My friend was late, so I
walked out to see if perhaps she had misunderstood and was
waiting for me outside.
To my surprise, the store manager followed me and made
me go back into the store and empty my purse out on the
counter! My knees started to shake and my heart was poun-
ding and I started to cry. It was the most humiliating ex-
perience of my life.
After the manager saw that I had taken nothing, he just
said, "Sorry." Then he walked away.
It still brings a tear to my eye and a lump to my throat
when I think of it. I'm a six-time grandma in my 50s and it
hurt me to be taken for a thief.
My neighbor tells me that if a person is searched for
shoplifting and is found to be innocent, she can sue the store
for false arrest. Is that right?
MINNEAPOLIS STAR READER
DEAR READER: You can't sue for false arrest unless
you've been arrested. But if you're wrongfully accused of
shoplifting you should see a lawyer.
DEAR ABBY: My problem is of a highly confidential
nature, and I would fedi much more comfortable writing to
you in care of a post office box than my hometown
newspaper.
If this can be done, will you kindly publish your P.O. Box
number'? Thank you
SMALL TOWN MAN WITH BIG PROBLEMS
DEAR MAN: Yes. It's P.O. Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069.
tan tuxedos trimmed in
brown. They wore bouton-
neires matching the flowers of
the bridesmaids.
Mrs. Ross, mother of the
bride, wore a formal gown of
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents entertained
with a reception in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride and groom's table
was covered with a blue cloth
overlaid with ivory net. It held
the three-tiered wedding cakemother-in-law in the same which featured a blue fountainfashion as they left the altar. at the base and blue silkMiss Jackie Ross, sister of flowers a top the third tier,the bride, served as maid ef _and
also held a chocolatehonor. Mrs. Hazel Morton was
the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Vicki
Humphreys, Miss Melinda
Fulkerson, and Mrs. Suzy
Lawrence. They wore floor
length gowns of chocolate
brown crepe black satin in
various styles trimmed with
ivory lace.
Miss Genia Harris, cousin of
the bride, was the flower girl.
She wore a floor length dress
in a blue, beige, and brown
floral pattern.
The attendants all carried
natural bouquets of blue silk
daisies tied with blue
velveteen ribbon, and wore
matching flowers in their hair.
Tommy Jones, brother of
the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen were Roger
Hughes, Terry Broach, Gerald
Tabers, and Danny Ross,
brother of the bride. Ashley
Ross, nephew of the bride, and
Douglas Bell, nephew of the
groom, were ring bearers.
They carried ivory satin
pillows trimmed with lilly of
the valley and blue and brown
satin ribbons.
The groom wore a can-
dlelight tuxedo trimmed in
brown with a white rose
boutonneire. The groomsmen,
ushers and ring bearers wore
groom's cake, both cakes
being made by Vicki James.
Completing the table-setting
was an arrangement of
eucalyptus, brown silk car-
nations, baby's breath, and
blue silk pansies. Punch, nuts
and mints were served from
crystal and silver ap-
pointments.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. Vickie Holland,
Mrs. Debbie Vaccaro, Mrs.
Sheila Nance, and Mrs.
Debbie Bell, sister of the
groom. Aleshia Harris
distributed satin rice roses in
blue, brown, and ivory.
Later in the evening the
couple left for a wedding trip
in Florida.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Jones
are now residing on 12th Street
in Murray.
, Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, parents
of the groom, entertained with
the rehearsal dinner for the
bridal party at the fellowship
hall of the First Baptist
Church.
The tables covered with
white cloths were decorated
with gold plaid runners, live
flowers and brown candles in
brass candle holders.





Are Listed For This Week
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
and for the "Meals On
Wheels" for this week have
been released.
On Monday the menu
consisted of roast beef cubes
with mushrooms, mashed
potatoes, broccoli, hot roll,
margarine, applesauce, sugar
cookie, and milk..
Today the group will have
spaghetti and meatballs,
mixed vegetables, cole slaw,
hot roll, margarine, peach
cobbler, and milk
The Wednesday menu will
consist of sliced turkey and
gravy, tossed salad, sweet
potatoes, hot roll, margarine,
peanut butter cookie, and
milk.
Thursday the group will eat
steak patties, baked beans,
mixed greens, cornbread,
margarine, apple cobbler, and
milk.
The Friday meal will be
macaroni-cheese, tuna,
creamed peas, tomatoes, hot
roll, margarine, strawberry
gelatin with sliced pineapple,
and milk.
For reservations persons
may call Wilma Wilson, site
manager, phone 753-8938.
DEAR ABBY: I have recently taken a job which requires
me to work very close to a dentist. (Sometimes our faces are
only a few inches apart, and that's close!)
My first day on the job I noticed that my boss must have
had onions or garlic for breakfast. Whew! I figured, "Well,
that can happen to anybody once in a while."
After lunch there was no improvement. In fact, it was
worse! I don't know where he goes for lunch, but be comes
back smelting like a delicatessen.
This dentist's offices are in one of the best professional
buildings in town and his patients are well-to-do and very
particular. I can't understand why one of them doesn't tell
him. If I were a patient, I surely would, but I only work here.
Any suggestions'? I don't know how much longer I can:
take this. And I'd look awfully silly working_ with a gas -
=ask. or a clothes/sin-on my !lose.
DENTIST'S ASSISTANT'
Wedding bells in your future? Whether your lifestyle is
bridal gown or blue jeans, Abby lays it all out for you in her
booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding." Send SI and a
long. stamped (28 cents) self-addressed envelope to Abby:
132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.













Delivery and Installation Extra
iscs-t_p_ocrirk±-
111 15.7 Cu. ft. refrigerator-freezer II 3 Adjust-
able shelves U Energy Saver switch 111 Rever-
sible door U Equipped for optional icemaker 1:3
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HOMEMAKERS COUNCIL — Joanne Cavitt, standing, as president of the Calloway
County Homemakers Advisory Council presided at the meeting held Feb. 15 at the Ex-
tension Office. Seated is Judy Stahler, county secretary. County vice-president is
Marilyn Bazzell. The group made plans for the annual tasting luncheon to be held May
10. The group will have on sale soon, "Kentucky Treasure Trails," a book containing in-
formation concerning historical places of all counties in the state. Calloway County
has 20 homemaker clubs with 280 members that meet once a month and new mer9-
bers are always welcome. For information concerning clubs, persons may call tge
County Extension Office 753-1452. Clubs are Cheerful, Coldwater, Countryside, Dexter,
Friendship, Harris Grove, New Concord, New Providence, North Murray, Pacers, Paris
Road, Penny, Pottertown, Progressive, South Murray, South Pleasant Grove, Suburban,






Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in the band
room at the high school with
special important events to be
discussed.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan for the Murray City
Schools will be held for
Murray Elementary Schools
at 7 pin.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational, Improvement
Plan for Calloway County
Schools will be held at North'
Calloway School at 5 :30 p.m,
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at 7:30 p.m. with
the contest for high school
instrumentalists to be
featured.
Bible Journaling. Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Jo




of the Memorial Baptist
Church will be at the Murray
Roller Rink ats n.
Murray A ly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Barrow Show, sponsored by
Kentucky Department of
Education and open to youth
and adult hog producers
across West Kentucky, will be
at West Kentucky Livestock
Exposition Center. This is free
and open to the public.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the school with
program by Dr. Jack Rose,
Joanna Adams, and Joy
Waldrop.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Wednesday, February 21
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Men
-will have a dinner meeting at
6:30 p.m. at the church with
Dr. Mark Singer to speak on
"Child Abuse."
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have a dinner meeting at 6
p.m. at the church.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the church parlor at
9:30 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church
Women will meet at the home
of Pat Harcourt at 7:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South
Pleasant Grove with Sherry
Paschall at 1:30 p.m. and
South Murray with Mrs.
Elmer Sholar at 10 a.m.
J. N. William- Chapter of
the United Dr.kpiters of the
Confederacy: scheduled to
have a I-, _neon with Mrs.
Fred Gingles at 12 noon.
Dr. Hendren To Speak
At NARFE Meet Here
Dr. Glen Hendren, Director of Rehabilitation Education at
Murray State University, will be the speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Chapter of the National Association of Retired
Federal Employees to be held Friday, Feb. 23, at 9:30 a.m. in
the Executive Room of the Woodrnen of the World Building.
His subject will be "Mental Health, An Alternative To
Mental Illness," according to Robert Douglas, president,
who urges all members to attend.
Plans for the Friday program were completed at the
meeting of the committee chairmen held Thursday, Feb. 15.
The group also discussed recent legislation concerning the
Group Life Insurance Program for Federal Retirees and
decided to write the Senators and Represenatives expressing
the wishes of the chapter, Douglas said.
Present at the committee meeting were Douglas, Homer
Miller, C. 0. Bondurant, Ken Grogan, Lowell Palmer, Lester
Nanny, M. C. Henry, Norman Klapp, and Van Valentine.
"Hue I always thought of
Red Cross as a kind 14 rescue
force in times of disaster and
little more
"Then I learned that in
town,, and cities across
America. Red Cross gives the
kind of help to individuals that
vou rarely hear shout, because
it dorsi) t make headlines in the
nr *Timer
'Red Cons, for instance.
helps ekkrly people get ill dos
A POW See,.wi T.. Ntraeamos
I Tom Adt•nang wWO
ton' appotntrnents. and even
10 the store They help veterans
get hack on the track They
teach kids to swim and how
to save lives
"I found out that if you
added up all the different
humanitarian piss Red Cross
does in different towns, the
number comes to over 100!
"That's why I'm helping to
keep Red CMS% ready. And
why I hope you do. too:'
Wednesday, February 21
Public hearing concerning
the development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan will be held at East
Elementary School at 5:30
p.m.
Thursday, February 22
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet for practice at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray High School Concert
Band, conducted by James
Light, will present its annual
winter concert at 7 p.m. at the
University School Auditorium
This is free and open to the
public.
Free Disco Workshop and
Dance will be held at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park. For in-
formation call 474-2211.
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 205, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Thursday, February 22
Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Knights of Columbus will hold
ladies night at 6:30 p.m. at
Gleason Hall. A potluck dinner
will be served with games to
follow.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house. .
The Magazine Club will hold
its annual luncheon at Holiday
Inn at 12 noon with Dr.
Richard Butwell as speaker.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
blood pressure checks by
Murray State Nursing
Department at 10 a.m., lunch
at noon, and table games at 1
p.m.
Thursday, February 22
Awards banquet for on-foot
and carcass judging com-
petitions in West Kentucky
Barrow Show will be at 6 p.m.
in the private dining room,
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State.
Clarinet recital by Matt
Whitfield, Brandenburg, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Drama, "And Miss Reardon
Drinks A Little," will be
presented at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission is $3 per
person or by season ticket.
Life and Learning course on
Organic Gardening will meet
in Room 402, Faculty Hall,
Murray State.
YOGURT FAN
If you're a yogurt fan, you'll
enjoy Lemon Yogurt
Blueberry muffins. Preheat
the oven to 425 deg. f. Prepare
one package (13 oz.) wild
blueberry muffin mix ac-
cording to the package
directions, decreasing milk to
tf. cup. Fold in ti cup lemon-
flavored yogurt. Bake as
directed for a dozen muffins to
serve warm with butter
my front yard looked like a
giant coconut cake and the
bird feeder looked like a little
house up in the Alps or some
snowy country.
Although it was unpleasant
in so many ways, we can be
thankful that the roots of our
shrubs were protected from
the zero temperature of the
couple of days following the
snowfall. So perhaps there is
good in all things 1 am sure
there is.
In looking out on the freshly
fallen snow, it seemed so
white and clean and pure that
I almost longed to keep it that
way. But before long cars
began to struggle through the
street, people and dogs made
tracks through the yards and
fhially the road scraper came
through, piling up big walls of
dirty snow and slush on the
sides of the road
As I looked out my window
at all of it, I couldn't help but
think of how like humanity
that was. Man was created in
the image of God, clean and
decent. Each new life that
comes into the world has the
potential of becoming
anything he chooses. But
somehow along the trail he
gets the wrong ideas and
follows the wrong crowd and
before he realizes it, he has
become unworthy to be called
a man. The life that was so
clean has become dirty like
week-old snow. Nature
teaches us many lessons. if
we but study her a little
The ground should -be in
good shape for spring plant-
ing and growing. The snow
melts so slowly that every




The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi made plans to
make fruit baskets for the
nursing homes in the area at
the meeting held recently at
the Boston Tea Party.
Dorothy Stubblefield,




Linda Rogers, Linda Fain,
Dorothy Barrow, Dorotha
Stubblefield, Trisha Nesbitt,
Edna Vaughn, and Rita
Burton.
At another meeting held at
Pagliai's the sorority chapter
made plans to have a garage
sale in the early spring.




Galloway, Rita Burton, and
Edna Vaughn.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. James Garrison of




Watch for sales on milk and
other dairy foods. Service
stations dairy stores and other
specialty foods markets often




FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Minnie Ca of Murray
holds her great great granddaughter, Heather Wynn of
Conyers, 2 months of age. Seated by Mrs. Carroll is
Mrs. Vicki Wynn, 22, her great granddaughter and mother
of Heather. Standing behind Mrs. Carroll is her grandson,
Mac Tucker, 40, of Hardin, who is the father of Mrs. Wynn
and grandfather of Heather. Standing right is Mrs. Ed
Tucker, 63, of Hardin who is the daughter of Mrs. Carroll,
mother of Ed Tucker, grandmother of Mrs. Wynn, and
great grandmother of Heather.
Free Disco Workshop
And Dance At Kenlake
A disco workshop and dance will be held, free of charge, at
the Kenlake State Resort Park on Thursday, Feb. 22, at 8
P m A _
The Murray State University Recreation Club and Kenlake
State Park will co-sponsor this oneevening-only workshop
for anyone interested in disco dancing.




By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
I don't think I ever saw a down to the roots of every
more beautiful snow than that plant When the spring
of this last week. Being a sunshine and warmth dries
comparatively wet snow, it out the soil, we can be
hung on every branch, piled assured that seeds will grow
on fences and took advantage quickly, shrubs will sprout
of every point to make a and we will be in full swing of
lovely scene. The sun dial in spring gardening.
Are you ready for it? Local
nurseries will be full of lovely
small plants, some of them
annuals and some perennials,
of every color and sort. So
decide now while you have
the time just what you want to
do. There is always the thrill
of anticipation that never
grows old. I suppose that is
why there will always be
gardens and gardeners. It is
so creative. We have the
whole world before us to
beautify and enjoy. So plant
something, anything, this
spring. Add your bit to the
beauty of our community.
And don't forget the birds,
they need you too.
St2e2144
SHELTON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Shelton,
Jr., Hazel Route 2, are the
parents of a baby girl, Brit-
tany Carol, weighing four
pounds 51/2 ounces, measuring
171/2 inches, born on Monday,
Feb. 12, at 6:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
the Murray Country Club and
the mother is on leave from
the Triangle Restaurant.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Shelton, Sr., Paris
Landing, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. (lois McRee, Paris,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McRee,
Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and
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Miss Truss Swift, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift
of Murray Route 2, and Joseph
Ross, sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. Ross of Dexter
Route 1, have completed plans
for their wedding to be
solemnized on Friday, Feb. 23.
The vows will be read at 7
p.m. at Ihe North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. Dwayne Franklin of-
ficiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Gina
Jackson, pianist, and Tony
McClure, soloist.
Miss Swift, to be given in
marriage by her father, has
selected her sister, Miss
Donna Swift, as her maid of
honor; the groom-elect's
sister, Miss Contue Sue Ross,
as her bridesmaid; and her
cousin, Miss Christa Hancock,
as the flower girl.
Carl Doron will serve is
best man for Mr. Ross.
Tommy Ross, brother of the
groom-elect, will be groom-
sman, and Michael John Ross,
also a brother of the groom-
elect, will be the ringbe,arer.
The ushers will be Bobby
and Tim Ross, also brothers of
the groom-elect.
Miss Rose Ross, sister of the
groom-elect, will keep the
register.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church.
All friends and relatives are




Friday, Feb. 16 tan Sat., Fab. 24
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Business Mirror By JOHN CUNNIFFAP Business Analyst
Mystery Of Our
Economy Problems
NEW YORK (AP) — Beneath every
factory job in America is a foundation
of capital, more than 850,000 of it by
even conservative estimates, but even
that may not be enough.
That, at least, is the contention of
many economists, who equate the
country's sluggish productivity growth
with both a lack of capital and a
reluctance of manufacturers to make
sizeable capital commitments.
, The capital lack, it is said, results
from a relatively low savings rate, one
that fell well below 5 percent in 1977 and
which remained under 6 percent for
most of 1978.
Most countries greatly exceeded that
rate. In the past 15 years, for example,
Germany's savings rate has never fell
below 10 percent of disposable income.
And Japan's rate in 1974 topped 25
percent.
The reluctance to make com-
mitments, the economists explain,
emanates from a fear that the return on
Investments may be inadequate.
And, of course, the two factors feed
on themselves, because without savings
to be invested in upgrading factories
and techniques, people and companies
consequently earn less — and have less
to save.
It's been happening, and productivity
experts say it is one reason why the rate
at which U.S. factories become more
efficient is one of the lowest of the
entire industrialipd,worid, half that of
many countries.
And it is falling. From 1955 to 1965,
non-farm output per manhour rose at a
yearly rate of 2.6 percent. From 1965 to
1973 it rose less than! percent: In 1978 it
fell to 0.4 percent. It might disappear.
The shrinkage explains much about
the U.S. trade imbalance, the budget
deficits, the rise of household debt,
inflation, unemployment and many of
the economic ills that have become
almost daily front page news.
Without productivity increases, it is
all but impossible for living standards
to rise. -
All this gives significance to U.S.._ W
Commerce Department figures
show capit •1 formation as a percent of -
output lags badly behind France,
Germany, Italy, The Netherlands,
United Kingdom, Japan and Canada.
From 1968 through the' first quarter of
1978, US. capital formation, or savings
invested in productive facilities, ranged
from 16.3 percent to 18.4 percent of
gross national product. The others
topped 20.
Understanding these facts, there Is
little mystery to the country's economic
problems. The mystery, say those who
study the underlying causes of
economic distress, is why so little is
done about them.
In fact, say critics, the mystery is
even deeper: Why so much is done to
exacerbate the problems. Why, for
example, capital formation through
savings is discouraged, why spending
and debt are encouraged.
But, you say, that's not so. "Every
day I read and listen to ads that en-
courage people to save and invest."
Yes, but savings and investments are
taxed; debt is government subsidized




The Lord will not suffer the soul
of the righteous to famish: but he
casteth away the substance of the
wicked. Proverbs 10:3.




Coach Gottfried's Banquet Tour
Is Good PR For The University
Since the football season ended,
Mickey Gottfried still hasn't seen a
great deal of her husband, Mike, who is
the head coach at Murray State. Mike,
along with his assistant coaches, hit the
recruiting .trail as soon as the season
ended, building the team for next.year.
Much of what spare time he's had he
has spent going around the area
speaking at high school football
banquets, and apparently doing a bang-
up job of public relations for the
university. In his wake have come a
number of letters singing his praises.
Here's one received recently in the
president's office from a lady at Fulton.





Though we are not quite sure when or
where he said them, these words of the
great Enlightenment philosopher Denis
Diderot (1713-1784 seem to sum up the
predicament of the idealist in society:
People laud virtue, but they hate
and avoid it, for it freezes you to
death, and in this world you have to
keep your feet warm. ____________
Debating Policy
WASHINGTON (AP — Senate
Republican Leader Howard H. Baker
Jr. says it's time to make the
Democratic administration's foreign
policy a legitimate subject for partisan
political debate.
Times have changed, said Baker, in
urging Republicans to abandon
altogether a generation-old belief that
"politics stops at the water's edge."
Not that the belief was absolute.
Politics moved well beyond the water's
edge in debates as long ago as the 1950s
over China and Korea. Nevertheless,
the Tennessee senator's advice has
attracted attention because he is a
Republican presidential hopeful.
Even before Baker's call for partisan
debate, members of Congress — both
The Story Of —37
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
evortoolns
++++++++4-4-4444-4-4-•
In no way does the compiler of these records lay claim the
distinction of being a historian, but does contend by virtue of descent
and a life spanning approximately one-half the existence of this
county, plus the unique role of being the child of critical journalistic
parents, has by experience and education qualified to at least
compile the records. Consequently, and without the least of personal
embarrassment, he has been identified as being the town radical,
maintained a record as a non-joiner, exposer of fraud and exponent
of good government, and a champion of the poor and oppressed.
For all of these he has no apologies; on the contrary hold they
, constitute the impartial essentials in maintaining a free press in
Calloway County.
These personal explanations are necessary for a greater under-
standing of the bulk of the material constituting the remainder
'of this edition, gleaned from the personal files of two generations.
Perhaps the personal opinions of an informant should lay no claim
to the historical records as fact, nor should the legends, myths, or
pipedreams of grandpas, but they all constitute the pattern upon
which the lives of men and women in Calloway County look to the
future. Thus, the subject of the Murray Male and Female Insti-
tute surfaces as a source, a spring of creativeness in the develop-
molt of Calloway County, is the opinion of the writers.
The "thing" which accounts for all that has come to pass in
Calloway County during the more than a century and a half since
its creation surfaced in the Murray Male apd Female Institute.
Others might challenge the conclusion, hut it is this firm opinion
the source was in this organization. For years, occasional and
lengthy meditation has been devoted in an effort to establish a
founding of the "source" that marks this county's accomplishments.
The source is in the Institute, but to establish its concrete origin
yet remains a mystery, that is to that one man or woman who
gave birth to the exalted philosophy to make it all so possible.
Admitting the inherent characteristic of mankind to paint unreal-
istic auras of revered lands, loved forefathers, "the greatest place
on earth" and likewise, the point of accompliishment attained by
the citizens of this county in the last 100 years remains unchal-
lenged. Reflect hack to the record books to permit sound
judgment.
To Be Continued
Republicans and Democrats — showed
little reluctance to criticize President
Carter's foreign policy.
Republicans, after all, Baker among
them, gave Carter the votes he needed
to go ahead with plans to sell jet
fighters to Egypt and Saudi Arabia A
majority of Senate Democrats voted
against their president's proposal.
Democratic Sen. Frank Church of
Idaho, the new chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, is one of the most
prominent critics of Carter's Middle
East policy.
And Church was joined by
Democratic Sens. Richard Stone of
Florida and John Glenn of Ohio in
questioning the administration's
handling of the China-Taiwan issue.
Carter enjoyed a brief respite from
congressional criticism of his foreign
policy during the euphoria that followed
the Camp David summit. He emerged
from the Maryland mountains as the
man who had brought two old enemies
together and persuaded them to work
together for peace in the Middle East.
But the promised peace treaty eludes
the principals.
Add to that the collapse of a U.S.-
supported regime in Iran, continuing
weakness of the dollar abroad, and a
feeling among some members of the
House and Senate that the China-
Taiwan issue was mishandled — and,
once again, members of Congress view
Carter as an outsider with little ap-
titude for handling the complexities of
foreign policy.
And the Vietnam War remains fresh
in the memory of Congress. It keeps
members of both houses determined to
question foreign policy as they now
believe they should have during the
buildup in Southeast Asia.
So there is no shortage of
congressional criticism of foreign
policy from Democrats as well as
Republicans.
What Baker appears to be seeking is
the leidership of a united band of
Republicans who can establish
themselves as a large and responsible
faction offering alternatives to ad-
ministration policies.
If he succeeds, the senator can use his
leadership position not only to question
Carter policies but to offer alternatives.
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She writes:
•'I had the privilege and honor of
hearing your football coach, Mike
Gottfried, speak at our appreciation
dinner for our football team, 'Fulton
City.' I have three teenage daughters,
one of whom is a freshman at Murray
State.
"I have heard a lot of speakers on all
kinds of athletic and church programs.
Never have I heard a finer young man.
All my friends wanted our daughter to
attend a church-related school.
"I have been so pleased with
everyone I have met at Murray, and I
feel Murray is so fortunate to have
Mike for a coach. Our Anthony Parker,
a running back, needs to be under
another fine coach such as Coach
Gottfried when he is in college next
year. I hope the coach he gets will be as
fine as Coach Gottfried."
The letter was signed by Mrs. Robert
Lee Halley.
+++
A similar letter, signed by attorney
Charles R. Geveden of Wickliffe,
followed a football banquet appearance
made down there by assistant coach
Dan Walker, the offensive coordinator.
Attorney Geveden wrote: "The
players, parents, students and all who
attended the banquet were thrilled with
the exceptional talk given by Coach
Walker.
"Personally, I feel that you, the
players and the university are for-
tunate to have a man of this character
associated with the football program."
The folks across the area, as you can
see, are beginning to learn what we
have known for quite some time: We
have some fine fellows running the
football program at Murray State.
+++
First District Congressman Carroll
Hubbard, Jr., now a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor in
the May primary election, has been in
town several times recently. On one
such visit, he spoke to the Murray
Rotary Club.
To warm up the Rotarians, which is
no easy task in itself, he started out
with a few humorous stories.
Among them was one dealing with the
Low Down
By ,l(w Crump
somewhat strained relations which are
no secret in Washington between
President Carter and Speaker of the
House Tip O'Neill of Massachusetts,
apparently stemming from the
President's firing of the head of the
corruption-ridden General Services
Administration. The fellow happened to
be a close frined of O'Neill's.
When Pope Paul I died, so the story
was related, the President expressed
the hope that the College of Cardinals
would elect an American as the new
Pope.
"Whom would you suggest," Mr.
President?" one of Carter's bright-eyed
and bushy-tailed young aides is said to
have asked.
Knowing that O'Neill is a prominent
and faithful member of the Catholic
Church, the President is said to have
suggested that the Speaker be named
the head of the church. "At least, it will
get him out of town," he said.
"Say, that's a great idea, Mr.
President!" the bright-eyed and bushy-
tailed young aide is said to have ex-
claimed, "and that's not all. Then all
you would have to kiss would be his
ring!" +++
My recent snow cream column
prompted several to call to tell me how
it brought back memories of *their early
days. Some went on to admit they still
make the sweet tasting stuff every time
we have a wet snow.
Mrs. Celia Miller Grogan, who lives
out near New Providence, added still
another page todny snow cream recipe
book.
Mrs. Grogan, who was one of my
classmates at Murray State a few years
back, packs the fresh snow into plastic
bags and puts it in the family freezer.
"Then when it is really hot and the
men have been working in the tobacco,
we make snow cream," she said.
"That's when it is really good!" Her
husband, Cleo, used to work out at
Murray State, but is now retired.
As for her snow cream recipe, she
says she goes "the egg nog route." I'm
going to have to try that, since, ap-
parently, it is so popular. To be honest
with you, however, I hope I won't have






(Wis.) "...My Golden Fleece of the
Month Award for January goes to the
Department of Labor for funding a
$140,030 never completed census of the
Samoan population of Orange County,
Calif...
"The money for counting Samoans in
Orange County was provided under the
Comprehensive Training and
Employment Act (CETA) public
service jobs program to a Non-profit
corporation, the Institute of Emergent
Nationalism Determinancy, Inc.,
largely created and actually controlled
by the members of a single family. The
corporation was incorporated only a
few short months before it received the
[ETA grant.
"Not only has no final report been
submitted-4 months after it was due—
but even the limited raw data sup-
posedly collected cannot be found. The
former head of the program is reported
to now be in Western Samoa, outside
U.S., jurisdiction, and authorities at-
tempts to contact him have so far
failed...
"According to the Orange County
Register one local official said that he is
not upset by the lack of any finished
product to show for the money:
'The purpose of the contract was to
provide employment and training to
unemployed Santa Ana residents...I
don't think it can be said the city got the
raw end of things. That's the philosophy
al the CETA program.'
"This mindless method of spending is
exactly why there is so much waste and
so little accountability of government
spending. For example, the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration LEAA excused their
research on 'Why inmates want to
escape from prison' and the National
Endowment for the Humanities for
supporting a study of 'Why people Ile,
are rude, and cheat on the local tennis
courts,' on the grounds that the ap-
proval for spending the Federal money
was given by the State or locality.
Congress should reexamine the
procedures that have led to this lack of




The outrageous waste of tax dollars
has promoted interest in a convention
by the States to mandate a Con-
stitutional amendment for a balanced
budget. Of the 34 States needed to
request a convention, todate, 27 have
agreed. Any amendment approved by
the convention would only be a part of
the Constitution if ratified by three
fourths of the States. Congress could
pre-empt the request by itself adopting
a balanced-budget amendment, with
plenty of exceptions, and sending it to
the States for ratification.
The Revenue Sharing program could




PFC Dickie G. Keeler, 20, son of Mrs.
Taz Thornton of New Concord, is
Calloway County's 5th victim of the
Vietnam War. He was serving with the
Marines and was killed Feb. 17 near
Quang Tri in the Republic of Vietnam.
Deaths reported Virgil Page, 76, A. T.
(Tommy) Waldrop, 91, and Carl C.
Miller, 67.
William Vinson, Howard McNeely,
Kent Moore, and Noel Hendrix will
speak Sunday at the Men's Day Ser-
vices at the Memorial Baptist Church,
according to the pastor, the Rev.
Norman Culpepper.
Births reported include a boy,
William Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Adams on Feb. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hayden Washer,
Jr., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Jerilyn Kay, to Daniel Lynn
Glover, son of the Rev. William Edward
Glover and the late Mrs. Maple T.
Glover.
Chuck roast is listed at 45 cents per
pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA this
week.
20 Years Ago
Robert A. Wyman has joined the
Murray Manufacturing Company,
producers of Tappan Appliances, as
chief engineer replacing D. L Divelbiss
who was recalled to Mansfield, Ohio.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Aron
Hopkins, 61.
The Murray Civitan Club plans a
project for March 28 which is unusual in
that it has never before been done in
Murray. The club has made
arrangements with Kentucky Colonel
and Rudy's Restaurant to take over th
restaurants that day for "Pancake
Day."
Eddie Lee Grogan won first place and
Nancy McCuiston placed second in the
music contest, sponsored by the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. They will both be sent by the club
to the Egyptian Music Camp at
DuQuoin, ni.
James Thompson, Charles Byers,
and Ralph Oliver, members, and Leroy
Eldridge, advisor, of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America presented the,
program at the—meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. They were introduced by
E. B. Howton, program chairman for
the day.
30 Years Ago
An average of $30.53 per hundred
weight has been recorded for the
season's sale of dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Loose Leaf Floors. The
total poundage for the season has been
listed at 9,742,390 pounds.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Novice
Story, 34.
Births reported include a boy,
Nicholas Theodore, to Dr. and Mrs.
Herbert Halpert on Feb. 16.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Hebbardsville, Lynn Grove
beat New Concord, and Tilghman beat
Murray High. High team scorers were
Miller with 30 for Almo. Staples with 16
for Hebbardsville, Darnell with 23 for
Lynn Grove, Steele with 15 for New
Concord, Price with 21 for Tilghman,
and Jeffrey with 10 for Murray.
Tommy Haggett, junior from
Paducah, and Bill Egerton, junior from
Fullerton, have won the heavyweight
and middleweight championships




WHEREAS, The Rotary Club of
Murray, Kentucky, has suffered the
loss of a devoted member whose
dedication to the ideals of Rotary has
constantly been a source of pride to the
membership, and
WHEREAS, Dewey Stubblefield's
demise marks the termination of his
earthly tenure, but the traits of
character that were his shall always
abide with persons who knew him and
shall serve as an inspiration to those
who had the good fortune to pass his
way, and
WHEREAS, this Club shall always
cherish his memory and sincerely hope
by this means to express our sen-
timents as to the man and to extend to
his family and loved ones our deepest
sympathy.
THEREFORE, be it known that this
Club has this day unanimously adopted
this Resolution as the true expression of
our feelings for this departed member
and further order that this writing be
spread upon the minutes, that copies be
distributed to the news media and to the
family and direct that such further
steps be taken as are necessary for the
proper dissemination of the thoughts
expressed herein.
WITNF-CS my hand as President of
the Murray Rotary Club, this the 8th
day of February, 1979.
THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
By Forrest Priddy, President
ATTEST:
Vernon W. Gantt, Secretary
The above and foregoing Resolution
was presented on the 8th day of
February, 1979, and unanimously
adopted.
Vernon W. Gantt
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Racers Bump Western From Title Chase
AI tines, Westera ILeateciy coach GoaeilLeady (above) mild
!sway believe it, bat Alarm State, peal by tise play if Sebei
Asada (eiwara shoot* ever the 11111teppers' Craig Mc-
Cartaidi), nipped Western ilontecky in Bowling Gress.
Staff photos by Tony Wilson
-.mak
Quite A Comeback
Down By 19 Points, Lakers Rally Past Sedalia 67-61
"This was a great win for
as, probably the most in-
spiring one after we came
back when we were down,"
said Calloway County coach
Clayton Hargrove.
"Down" may be the in-
correct word. Call it "sub-
merged." Hargrove and his
Lakers fund themselves
trailing by as many as 19
points against Sedalia in
Jeffrey Gymnasium last
night.
Ah, but the best part was
reserved, er, done by reser-
ves, later on.. .a big reason for
the Lakers' 67-61 overtime
victory over the Wildcats.
Gary Emerson, a junior
little used during the season,
came off the bench to score
nine points, all in the fourth
quarter and the extra period,
to key Calloway's sixth vic-
tory against 15 losses.
definitely have to say that
the -play of our reserves was
the difference," said
Hargrove. The takers were
one down before game even
began.
Ricky Garland, a 6-1 senior,
has apparently contracted
mononucleosis, according to




Maybe its time to see the new
—and very reliable—A B Dick
99() plain paper copier
The 990 hps an of the most
wanted'' features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11' x17"
copies, copy both sides and






the season. Garland was the
only player to return for this
season with any substantial
game experience.
Regulation play ended in a
59-59 deadlock, but Calloway
outpointed Sedalia 8-1 the rest
of the way.
David Cohoon, a 6-1 senior,
paced the Lakers with 24
points and 14 rebounds, while
Kenny McCuiston scored 14
points for his second-straight
game in double figures.
Craig Rogers added 10
points, while Emerson
compiled his total on the
strength of 7-of-9 free-throw
shooting.
"This is the way it's been all
year. We've never given up
during a game and it finally




closing its regular season with
back-to-back road games at
Hickman County and Fulton
County this weekend.
CALLOWAY coon 67, SEDALIA 61
Davi/ Cana 
Karl IlleCoiston 4
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The Word Is Stable, Says NBA Commissioner O'Brien
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
What's wrong with pro
basketball?
From boring games with
selfish players who don't
hustle to a grillingly long
season and many other
problems, one might draw the
conclusion that the National
Basketball Association is on
its death bed, or at least the
critical list.
And a look at the ratings for
the NBA on CBS, down some
27 percent from last season
(prior to the Feb. 4 All-Star
Game), might reinforce that
opinion.
But if that's the case, then
how come so many people are
clamoring to get in? The NBA
already has received formal
or informal inquires about
expansion franchises from
groups in Dallas, Minneapolis-
St. Paul, Miami and Toronto,
and has voted to admit up to
two new members by the 1980-
81 season.
NBA Commissioner Larry
O'Brien isn't hearing any
death knell.
"Stable — that is the best
one-word description of the
NBA at this time," he said
following the mid-Winter
Board of Governors meeting,
at which it was decided to
expand.
But stability is not what pro
basketball moguls had in mind
at the start of this decade,
when they called their product
the "Soort of the Seventies"
and hoped for a boom similar
to that which pro football
enjoyed in the 1960s.
The sometimes hot,
sometimes cold war between
the NBA and the American
Basketball Association cut
into the sport's development
over the first half of the
decade. It also sent player
salaries skyrocketing and
made owning a pro basketball
franchise a risky venture — as
Roy Boe, former owner of the
Nets, can testify.
The situation improved with
the merger, however, and the
sport surged with the entrance
of Julius Erving, David
Thompson and other ex-
ABAers into the NBA.
Attendance and TV ratings
soared during the first post-
merger season of 1976-77.
Interest in pro basketball was
never higher than June 5,1977.
that sunny day in Portland,
Ore. when the Trail Blazers
beat Erving and his
Philadelphia 76ers for the
NBA title, an exuberant Bill
Walton ripped off his jersey
and flung it into the stands and
Blazermania reigned
supreme.
O'Brien says last season's
leveling of attendance and dip
in TV ratings were a natural
reaction to the boom -of the
previous year, a matter of the
league finding its level. But
when the same symptoms
showed up the first half of this
season, the league announced
plans for a new publicity
campaign to promote its
product.
Latest figures show the NBA
has wiped out its early-season
attendance drop, an en-
couraging sign since turnstiles
usually spin even faster as
playoff time approaches.
Eastern Ky. Clinches Crown
By the Associated Press
Aided by cellar-dweller
Murray State's upset of
Western Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky won the 1979 Ohio
Valley Conference regular
seaason basketball race for
1979 by pounding Tennessee
Tech.
In Cookeville, Tenn., James
Tillman poured in 42 points as
the Colonels routed Tennessee
Tech 100-72 Monday night. Vic
Merchant added 19 points and
Bruce Jones had 16 for the
Colonels, whose overall record
jumped to 18-6 and OVC mark
rose to 9-2.
The Golden Eagles, who
pulled to within four at 68-64
with 8:42 left in the game
before Eastern outscored
them 32-8 the rest of the way,
dropped to 11-14 on the season
and 7-5 in conference.
Tech was led by Paul
Chadwell's 16 points and Pete
Abuts' 14.
In Murfreesboro-Tirenn.,
Greg Joyner scored four of
Middle Tennessee's eight
overtime points to give the
Blue Raiders a 58-56 victory
over Austin Peay.
Middle Tennessee went for
the last shot at the end of
regulation but a 15-foot jump
shot by Jimmy Riley missed
at the buzzer and the game
went into overtime at 50-50.
In the extra period, Joyner,
who finished with 12 points, hit
a jumper with 1:32 left to give
Middle Tennessee the lead for
good at 55-54. Greg Armstrong
converted two free throws
with nine seconds left and
Cere Myrick hit a basket for
the governors.
With Middle Tennessee
leading 57-56, Austin Peay
called an illegal time out and




overall and 6-5 in the OVC,
with 17 points. Austin Peay, 7-
18 on the season and 2-9 in
conference, was led by
Myrick's 18 points.
The OVC champion will be
crowned after the con-
ference's postseason tour-
nament in which the top four
clubs compete. It will be
Played at Eastern Kentucky in
Richmond, Ky March 2-3.
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — It may have
helped salvage a season that was over, at
Wrist in terms of tournament hopes, long ago.
Certainly, Murray State's 66-84 upset of
Western Kentucky in Diddle Arena last night
meant a great deal more to both teams than
just an Ohio Valley Conference victory and
loss, respectively.
For Western, the defeat ended its hopes for
a league title, dropping the Hilltoppers to 16-9
overall and 7-4 in league play.
Eastern Kentucky, by virtue of its 100-72
smashing of Tennessee Tech last night,
clinched the OVC regular-season crown and
assured itself the right to host the league
tourney in Richmond March 2-3.
For Murray, the list of pluses is long. The
triumph:
• snapped an eight-game Racer losing
streak and gave them their second OVC win
(the earlier was also against Western)
against nine losses.
.was the first season sweep over Western
since the 1963-64 season, when Murray won
twice over a 'Topper team coached by the
legendary E. A. Diddle in his last season.
•broke a 13-game losing streak on the
road, dating back to the last away game of the
1977-78 season, when Murray fell to Middle
Tennessee 57-56 Feb. 18.
• was only their second victory among
games decided by four points or less. Aside
from the two wins over Western, the Racers
have lost seven others in that category.
"We played pretty well, even though we
tried to find another way to give it away there
at the end," said Murray coach Ron Greene.
It took two free throws by Keith Oglesby,
giving Murray a. 66-62 advantage with 13
seconds left, to seal, or at least seem to seal,
Murray's fourth victory in 25 games.
Mike Prince hit two free throws for Western
with five seconds remaining, but Murray
appeared to have the contest sewn up with the
ball under the Western basket.
Allen Mann took a looping inbounds pass at
midcourt and attempted to flip to Kenney
Hanunonds near the Murray baseline. It
skittered away, though, and the 'Toppers
owned the ball and a final chance with two
seconds left.
But the dramalks were oirer-Ptifiara
futile attempt to find a teammate open
resulted in a wild pass that was intercepted
by John Randall, prompting a midcourt
celebration by Murray players and an
UK Tops Georgia 90-74
unhappy ending for the estimated 10,300
Western fans.
They had been in basketball heaven
minutes earlier, when the hosts hacked into a
61-54 Racer lead, their longest of the night,
with 2:22 left by outscoring the Racers 8-1
over the next two minutes.
David Lowry sank both ends of his bonua
free throw attempts, though, before
Western's Trey Triunbo hits 15-footer with 22
seconds remaining.
Prince even had a chance to tie the contest
with a layup, but he missed and Oglesby
grabbed the rebound, was fouled and followed
with his free-throw heroics.
"Tonight was the best performance by
Lowry in a Racer uniform," said Greene of
the 5-11 sophomore from Henderson, Ky.
Lowry dealt out four assists whie playing all
but 90 second of the game.
"I didn't shoot. That's why I played so
well," Lowry laughed. (he was 0-3 from the
field) "Seriously, though, I think our 1-2-2
offense helped me. With the two-guard of-
fense, I don't have much room to operate on
the wing."
John Randall tossed in a season-high 24
points to pace Murray, missing only four of
his 14 shot attempts.
"We've been a good team all year," Ran-
dall said. "It hasn't been that we weren't
ready to play in any game. We just haven't
been getting the breaks."
Western Kentucky coach Gene Keady tried
almost everything to snap his team out of its
turnover doldrums. Twice he pulled his
starters in lieu of a new lineup, but the
Hilltoppers still finished with 24 turnovers,
eight more than the Racers.
"Murray deserved to win. They just out-
played us," said Keady, who, like Greene, is
in his first season as an OVC coach.
The Hilltoppers sank 56 percent (24 of 48) of
their shots from the field, compared to
Murray's 48 (26 of 54). But the Racers made
the free throws when they needed to, canning
14 of 18.
The freshman Hammonds and junior Alan
Mann chipped in 17 and 15 points, respec-
tively, for Murray, and the latter grabbed a
team-high six rebounds.
Prince and Trumbo scored 14 points each to
lead the Ffilltoppers, followed by Greg
Jackson with 11 and Mike Reese with eight'
The Racers close their season at Austin
Peay in Clarksville, Tenn., Saturtlay.
Boxscore, Page 6
Hall, Durham Disagree,
But Result Is The Same
By the Associated Press
ATHENS, Ga. — Coaches
Joe Hall of Kentucky and
Hugh Durharti of Georgia had
opposing views of the
Southeastern Conference
basketball game Monday
night, but it wound up the
same — a 90-74 Kentucky
victory.
"We had all five starters in
double figures and that tells
you something about how well
we played," Hall said.
"The main thing that hurt us
was poor defense," Durham
said. "It is what cost us the
game.
"I think what it came down
to was that when you let
Kentucky run their offense,
you can get a clinic on the
floor," said Durham. "We let
them do what they wanted to,
and you see what happens."
Kentucky's foul-shooting
had a great deal to do with it.
The Wildcats were deadly at
the free-throw line, hitting 20
of 21 and scoring their final 11
points from there as they went
to a delay game after
establishing a 77-68 lead.
Kentucky took the lead at 45-
44 near the end of a see-saw
first half and led the rest of the
way. Georgia got within one
point only twice in the opening
moments of the second half.
Freshman Dwight Anderson
led the Wildcats with 23 points.
LaVon Williams had 18, Kyle
Macy 13 and Jay Shidler 12 as
Kentucky lifted its record to
14-10 for the year and 9-8 in the
SEC.
Lavon Mercer paced
Georgia with 25 points ana
Walter Daniels had 18. The
defeat dropped Georgia to 12-
12 overall and 6-10 in the SEC.
"The players are elated,"
Hall said. They played hard
and well as a team. They know
that this is a team win. We
tried to control the tempo with
our running game and to put
the pressure on the inside. We
feel that we did that.
"We played a very good
game overall," Hall said. "We
shot well, rebounded well,
played good defense."
Hall had praise for
Anderson. "We've been
getting good production from
Dwight as a freshman. I think
Anderson is the best freshman
in the conference."
KEN11.1431Y 11101
Anderson III 34 22, Williams 6 6-6 HI,
Cowan 60-0 12, Macy 5 3-4 13, Shidler 30-4
12. (Taylor 204 4, Voletter I 3-2 4,
Tillman 0040, Camay 2 04 4. Totals 3232-21
06 GEORGIA 1741
Webb 3 1-2 7, Marbury 6 1-1 13, Mercer 12
1-3 Z, Daughtry 2 0-0 4, Daniels 7 44 IS.
Goes 0 0-0 0. Slonaker 23-3 7, Cttilders 00-0
0 Totals 32 10-14 74
Halftime — Kentucky 47. Georgia 04.
Fouled out - Coward, Marbury, Dosiola
Free
Zephyr Z 1




Bought In February or March
EBupecial Sale OnAll Small Carsy Now & Save
Hatcher Auto Sales
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Gold Mina
Welke defenders tried to stop Mina Todd last night, but they
needn't have. The Calloway County forward kit 10-of.11 shots
sed scored 22 points as the Lakers blasted Sedalia 65-47.
i'1,0t,Oy Tom Sharp
-Racer-Women-Fall-1n OT
• BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -
To say that Murray State
Tame close...that they played
well considering it was a road
game...well, that just isn't
enough, says Racer coach
Jean Smith.
"We're past that point," the
second-year coach said. "It
hurts to come this close to
winning and still lose."
How close? Western Ken-
tucky needed 40 minutes of
regulation play and an
bvertime to defeat Murray 72-
88 last night in Diddle Arena,
dropping the Racers to 10-15--
their seventh loss in eight
pmes.
' With the score tied at 61-all,
guard Marla Kelsch and
Western's Shari Price chased
a loose ball. Kelsch was
assessed with a foul, her fifth,
and Price went to the line with
no time left on the clock and a
chance to give the Hilltoppers
the victory.
-' She missed and Murray was
given a second chance.
But Western poured it on in
Ole extra period, using Laurie
Heltsley's two free throws
with 11 seconds left to ice the
contest and provide the final
margin.
The Hilltoppers, who fell to
Murray in the teams' first
meeting this season, have now
won the last two over the
Racers.
We didn't rebound well
against Murray the first time
we played, and we did the
same thing again last night,"
said Western Kentucky coach
Eileen Canty.
Murray, which led 32-24 at
the half, outrebounded the
hosts 49-42 behind Jackie
Mounts' 23 - that's rebounds,
not points. The 6-foot senior
also chipped in 12 points.
Laura Lynn led the Racers
with 113 points, followed by
Mounts, Cindy Barrie with 12
and Marla Kelsch with 10.
Murray returns here March
1 to compete in the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament. The
Racers face Austin Peay
Saturday in Clarksville,
Tenn., in their final regular-
season contest.
WISTMUMTIICKY 72, MURRAY 68
fp fp ft fro rob 0 lp
lawn Lynn 9 17 0 1 6 3 12
Acids Meonts  .5 10 2 2 23 2 12
Cirky Morris  6 13 0 0 7 2 12
Marto Kama 5 13 0 0 2 5 10
Sommetto Ism= 3 10 0 2 4 1 6
• LaShor  3 4 2 3 2 1
Sherri lechols 0 1 2 2 0 1 2
Min Morris  0 7 0 0 I 1 0
Bridget* Wyche 0 1 0 0 1 3 0
liorksrs MsMisi 0 3 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 31 74 6 10 49 20 MI
Ifmtoes Ky. 30 70 12 21 42 14 72
Wasters - let IlisMos 2 04 4; Mikis Poises S 04 10; Doses Sutton 2 04 4;
Kens Frionse 6 24 14; Sheri Prim 8 5-10 21; Ishods tredloy 0 0-1 0; Lawrie
Illetoky 42-2 14; Dome Dooinon 1 3-45.
Ilisiftims: 32-24, Manny; ropistios: 61-611; altooting 'mementoes: Murray,
fp, 41.8, ft, 60.8; Weston 42.8, 57.1.






4.: Army 74, Bryant 61
'. Boston U. 17, George Washmgton 76
1•,„Colhalle U. at Seton Ha11-ppd
'4 131111Mainse 1118, Fairfield 0
I
19011ham 10, Brandeis 16
14810 75. Sem oi
fesprs 93. Buffalo 59
. Randolph-Macon at Navy. ppd . snow
..4 Robert Morris 543 James Madison 44
Rutgers 95. Massacliussetts 76
at- St Bonaventure M. Vs Commonwealth
a
• St Fran‹ is. Pa 03, Baltimore 51
Temple at Rider, ppd . snow
Truup., 47 Tufts 46, OT
SOUT14
...Alabama 90, Florida 76
; Alabama St 76, Dillard 66
." Appalachian St 13, F Tennesace St 56
'•Cltatiel 7$, Marshall Ot
• E.Carotina 91 Old Dominion 64
E.Kentucky 10. Tennessee Tech 72
;Forman at van ppd . snow
'Georgia Tech 61. Col of Charleston 43
Kentuck!. 90 Georgia 74
Mid ii Tennesee 56 Austin Peas 56,07 rsippl St 73, Auburn 6*
ay St IS, W Kentucky 64
NII.Alabarria 72. Miastssippi Col 71
, 19.Caro-Charkete 0. Davicbion 53
---.40Care-Wilminalati IS. Mame 64
tr.VE LOUttlarli 12, Georgia So 70
:&Alabarna vs Campbell. pod, anon
&Carolina 87, W Carolina 75
' /irked. 79, Georgia St 76
Steman 77. Samford 75
Tennessee U. Vanderbilt :8
Tennessee St 81, Tenn -Chattanooga 64
Virgin* Tech ht. Clnetrotati 75
MIDWEST
Inns* U. Sutler 74
Eisenhower 79, Roberts Wes1 74
Ferris U. 1111„ Onldond
nrondVolkey st. Like Superior St 62
Gala, Adolphus 71, M Olaf 67
Pkt.lwits 11,30. Lode $2
Ohiphilmo oty 60. Hardin-Simmers 71
$t JamplYs, lad N. Kentucky Wes( 17
St 14000•4111111ha M. Hemline IS. 2 crr
SW Mame 1111, Put/antra, Ear. 73
Tulsa 79, W.Telas St 77
W, 4 ishkadl 117, Indiana-Purdue 71
Isernrivrirr
Abilene Chailing 0, Texas All 75
E Tesas St. It Stephen F Attain 16
Lamar 102, McNees, St 13
SW kosistmea 116 TesasArtingteri 107
FAR WEST
Denver 75 Pan American 68
11'
College Basketball
Nev IALS Vegas 95, Utah 0
New Memo St- 81, 011100W 3
Oregon 73, Washington 71
W Montano U. Greet Falls 66
W New Mexico 77. S Utiti 62
Whitman 10 Whitworth 88
Girls' Top 10
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP - Here are
the top 10 Kentucky girls MO school
basketball teams with first-plaice votes in
parentheses. records end total points.
I Lome! CO. 141i 754 WI
2 tau Assumption 73-4 A
3 Lou Mercy Acadern!, 194 .01
4 Paris 17-4 .112
5 lei Lafayette I0-2 II
6 Allen Co 193
7 Russell 12-4
I Lou Butler 14-7
9 Lou Western 1162






The Top Twenty Learns in The Associ-
ated Press college basketball pen, with
tost-Omm votes In parentheses











































Ilasasy Ilinessmis 6 IS
Allem Mom 7 11
Kara Ogisoley  1 8
Gordon Molten  1 1
amid Lowry 0 3
lorry Seem  1 2





Rick Shy,  S....'
Wks Ism*  I
Trim Troughs
hick Illosbispos 2
Grog ilorkisch  I 2
▪ lIsomso  I
Irvin 11114 I 2
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Lakers Wallop Sedalia
To Improve Mark To 152
Relief for a basketball coach
comes in the form of a
"breather," and Marianne
Davis admits she, as well as
her Calloway County girls
basketball team, was glad to
have one last night.
14 Lakers saw action in
Jeffrey Gymnasium as
Calloway ripped Sedalia 65-47
for their 15th victory in 17
games.
-Getting ready for the
tournament, it's good to be
able to play so many people,"
said Davis. "You never know
what will happen or how many
people you will need then."
Mina Todd and Rose Ross
provided the one-two punch
Calloway needed as the pair
combined for 43 points. Todd,
a 5-9 junior, missed just one of
11 shots in scoring 22 points,
while Ross, a 5-4 senior guard,
hit 7-of-8 free throws to aid her
21-point outburst.
Davis pointed to the play of
two other players - a pair
who scored just eight points
between them - as out-
standing. "They played really
well in other areas of the game
- defense and passing.
She was referring to Mimi
Winchester and Dawn Red-
den, who handed out six
assists *piece to aid the
Lakers' torrid 59-percent
team field-goal shooting.
Calloway also sank 15-o(-
free-throws, while Sedalia hit
only 15 of their 30 attempts
from the line.
The Lakers fate Lone Oak
at home Thursday and, though
Fulton County is listed on the
schedule for Saturday, that
game may be cancelled, says
Davis.
"They ( Fulton County)
begin their district tour-
nament Monday, so I think our
game with them will be called
off," said Davis.
Should that occur, the Lone
Oak game will close regular-
season play for CalloWay. It
drew the fourth-district
tournament bye and will face
the Murray High-Marshall
County winner March 2 in the
Murray State Sports Arena.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 03, 5554666 47
01 fpn ft fts rsh 0 Op
Mins Todd  10 II 2 2 7 I 22
Rom Sap 7 12 7 1 I 21
PAW Whichester 2 4 2 2 3 3 6
News Wise. A  I 4 I • 3 1
St•plande Writ' 2 3 I 11 I I 4
Co VIM 1 1 1 2 1 2 3
61•06*, Whir 1 3 3 4 6 2 5
Penn Overbey  1 3 08 1 0 2
Nary Wagoner • 1 I 1 I 1
Sherry WIG, 11 0 11 2 1 11
Goo Nolo 111 S 5 0 2 1
Angie feria 0 2 1 1 0
Joie Aro harrow OSI 11 1 1 0
Pima& Kay 0 S I S 0 0 0
Title
SHAG
Sodas - i Psis IS; Debbie Dared, 4;
Sails Dina, 2; Mk Manic I; Soso, 2.
25 42 15 23 17 14 45
16 IS A 17 47
Pasty Say, 19, Amy lhase, 4;
Washers Combine For 33
As Tigers Whip St. Mary
Rick Fisher says it matters
little what the final score is in
a game as long as there as
steady improvement. But
even Fisher, the Murray High
girls coach, will admit that the
big "W" in the win column is
what it's all about.
-I've told my players that
we need to work for im-
provment as the tournament
draws near and not worry so
much about how the other
team plays," said . Fisher.
"But a win is a win."
For St. Mary, that meant a
loss, as the Tigers led almost
all the way in belting the
Vikings 69-63 in the Murray
High gym last night.
Sophomore Jann Washer
scored a career-high 17 points,
one less than Tonya
Alexander's game-high 18, to
help Murray to a ninth
triumph in 16 tries.
"Balance in the scoring
column is a good indication, I
think, of how well a team is
playing," said Fisher. -And
we've been getting that the
past few games."
Senior Jaina Washer
chipped in. 16, and Candy
Jackson added eight.
The Vikings went out in
front early in the first quarter,
but Murray High grabbed a 13-
11 advantage after eight
minutes and never trailed
again.
Jann Washer and Alexander
pulled down 10 rebounds each
to lead all players as the
Tigers outrebounded the
visitors 34-30. Murray also
outdid St. Mary in every other
statistical department.
It hit 52 percent (26 of 501
from the field, to the Vikings'
37, and canned I7-of-23 free
throws (74 percent) to St.
Mary's 13-of-28 147 percent).
"A lot of our kids now are




Association will meet Wed-
nesday at 5:30 pin. in the west
wing of Calloway County High
School, and association
president Ron McAlister in-
dicates there is a need for
league presidents.
"We need a president for
Pony, Kentucky, Park and T-
Ball leagues," said McAlister.
Any Persons interested in
involving themselves in the
program are urged to attend
the meeting, McAlister said.
European heavyweight
Alfredo Evangelista fights out

















defense that don't show up on
the stat sheet," Fisher said.
But they are just as im-
portant."
Murray High closes its
regular season Friday night at
Fulton County before facing
Marshall County March 1 in
the first round of the Fourth
District tournament.
MURRAY 1110169, ST. MART 43
21 filo ft ft.
1 13 I 3
5 9 7 9
6 14 4 4
4 II 0 0
.344
2300
. .5 0 1
U U 17 23
U 64 13 n
St. Merl • Mary isyise, 19; ps. Tropes, 22; Selby WIllett,
























11 20 15 17 43
13 26 II 12 ES
Starr Jones takes aim at the free-threw Ihme owing Merril
High's 69-63 victory over St. May lost eight. Tiger shooters
didn't miss often at the line as they committed en 174-23 at-








Across From Overby Ikeda 159-1501
It makes Cents
to shop with
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iRoof Resists Weather
1 Despite Harsh Abuse
You may enjoy walking
in the rain, stomping
through snow, and soaking
up sunshine. But, then, you
can come inside when you
have had enough.
Your roof, however, must
stay outdoors all year round
—year after year.
Constant exposure to the
weather is what wears roof-
ing out, says the Asphalt
Roofing Manufacturers As-
sociation. A worn and bad-
ly-weathered roof needs re-
placing, says ARMA. Patch
ups and repairs won't do.
If it rains inside the
house, you know you have a
roof problem. But, ARMA
points out that leaks aren't
the only sign of roof wear,
:". nor is the absence of leaks
proof that the ro,..1 isn't
worn. It advises you to
inspect the roof, top and
bottom, in the following
manner:
Go into the attic with a
flashlight. Check around
rafters and under the roof
deck for water stains and
other indications of leak-
age. If you locate a leak,
determine from the outside
if it is caused by roof wear or
by a broken or blown-away
shingle in an otherwise
undamaged roof.
Check the roof surface
from the ground. Circle the
house slowly and study the
roof through binoculars.
Shingles that are cracked,
curled, warped, badly fad-
ed, or "bald" due to exces-
sive granule loss show that
the roof has aged. Even if
the roof surface still looks
passable, but you know the
roof has reached its life
expectancy—about 15 years
for standard shingles—bet-
ter plan on reroofing soon.
When you reroof, use
materials that will give you
the best protection for the
future. That means wea-
thertightness, durability,
low maintenance, and fire
protection. ARMA notes
that since installation costs
are about the same for
various grades of roofing,
it's economical in the long
run to use high quality
materials with a longer life
span.
ARMA strongly recom-
mends that a new roof also
be used to upgrade home
appearance. New roofing
materials are designed for
beauty of line and color.
Three-dimensional asphalt
shingles, which give the
roof surface dramatic shad-
owlines, come in a range of
pure colors and blends,
including popular brown,
beige and buff "earthtones!'
The multi-layered shin-
gles are designed to last up
to 25 years with little main-
tenance. They carry a Class
C or better U.L. fire resis-
tance label to show they
won't ignite easily, spread
flame rapidly, or emit burn-
ing brands. Fiber glass-
based asphalt shingles
which carry a Class A fire
resistance label, offer 'even
greater fire protection.
In most cases, asphalt
shingles can be installed
over the old roofing. This
saves the cost of tear-offs











Believe it or not, your
garage was built to house
your car. If you're lucky
enough to have a garage,
the chances of fitting your
car in it, however, are often
slim.
Whether it's loaded with
bicycles, toys, lawn furni-
ture or the barbecue grill
all winter, there's one thing
you can usually be sure of—
little room.
A quick and relatively
inexpensive solution is to
build a separate storage
unit. Whether it's built ad-
jacent to a patio, attached 1.0
a fence or free-standing,
even a novice do-it-your-
selfer should be able to
remedy simple storage
problems.
Should you decide to build
a storage unit, plan it
around the function you
want it to perform. For
instance, if you're construc-
ting the unit to house your
barbecue grill and other
outdoor cooking equipment,
make sure the storage ca-
pacity is sufficient.
The first thing to consider
is the selection of a site.
Choose a well-drained, level
area. The use of an existing
wood deck or patio can be
used for the floor.
Framing will consist of
three sections; the two iden-
tical end pieces and a
middle section. Horizontal
members connect the sec-
tions into a box-like struc-
ture. For a basic frame, use
2x4 fir or pine framing
lumber.
One-quarter inch ply-
wood can be used for the
roof and shelves. Sloping
the roof at an angle of i/4
inch per foot will provide
sufficient drainage. A 1/4-
inch fascia with cut-out
portion in the back will give
the roof a finished look.
Shelves should be com-
pleted before the siding
material is applied.
Siding such as 1x4-inch
tongue and groove western
cedar is nailed directly to
the cross members of the
sides and back. Doors for
the front can be made of the
same material. After the
doors have been hang, -the
unit can be stained -or-
painted to accent or compli-
ment your home's siding.
Plans are available for 25
cents from Western Wood
Products Assn., Dept. SR-





There are three types of
noise most often found in
plumbing systems — water
hammer, whistling and
chattering. What to do about
noise as well as other
problems that may arise is
discussed in a booklet titled
"Plumbing Care & Repair."
It's available for 50 cents plus
a 13-cent stamp from the
Plumbing - Heating - Cooling
Information Bureau, 35 E.




















Prices Good Miro Feb. 28
TREAS INTERIORS
1313 Poplar St. Benton
MURRAY PHONE 759-4026
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE - LOW PRICES
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
A BRICK TWO-WAY FIREPLACE, flanked by a tall
bookcase, and a cathedral ceiling are featured in the living
room of this three-bedroom ranch home. The rear of the
fireplace faces the family room, which also contains a built-in
wet bar and sliding glass door to the rear patio. An arched
front patio shelters the front door of the 1,396-square-foot
house. For more information on Plan HA1086A.
write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to





The seed catalogs have been
arriving, with fascinating new
introductions and old faithful
varieties bringing spring closer
— at least in the winter imagi-
nation.
Don't forget you can plant
some things, including peas, on-
ions, spinach and lettuce, al-
most as soon as the soil may be
worked. Others must wait until
the soil becomes warm. Choose
—your varieties carefully and
__you can have a range of matur-
ity from one planting, different
forms or color for variety and,
above all, good eating quality.
For a more successful gar-
den, select disease-resistant,
hardy, slow-bolting types.
Here are some 1979 in-
troductions:
From Park Seed, Greenwood.
S.C. Squash Gourmet Globe,
hybrid, an original Guatemalan
Indian squash with a nut-like
flavor, altered from vining type
to round-bush zucchini type,
prolifically producing fruit 4
inches across; dark green with
light green markings, ripening
50 days after sowing. Good for
small gardens. Ideal for frying,
stuffing, steaming and salads.
Pepper Sweet Banana Whop-
per, hybrid, 48 days to matur-
ity, vigorous grower, compact,
sturdy plants, thick wall, sweet
red fruit.
Squash Greenwhopper hybrid,
zucchini type, large plant with
dark green waxy fruit, matur-
ing in 43 days.
Portulaca Afternoon Day-
light, stays open until evening;
dwarf, weeding habit 15
inches) with 14.14-inch double
flowers in most colors but not
blue.
Jolly Red Giant Geranium.
large flowering, early devel-
oped train a Guatemala strain;
also Applebloasom Pink and
Jolly Red Wink, with large
flower heeds.
Barpse, Warminster, Pa.,
9paeamssitsr Cucumber, lots of
cukes in small space. A bush
type suitable for tubs or other
GUID
large containers on sunny
patios, terraces and roof-tops.
Fruits are dark green, 74s-8
inches long, crisp, introduced in
1978.
Long-keeper T'Lmato, which
the developer says keeps better
than any variety we have ever
seen."
Celosia Fancy Plumes, mixed
colors, tall, fine fresh or dried.
Colors primrose, gold, rose,
bronze, crimson, 32 inches tall.
Double French Marigold,
semi dwarf, mixed color; flow-
ers two inches across, 10 inches
tall, heat resistant, on long
stems.
Iceland Poppy, Sparkling
Bubbles, mixed colors, yellow,
rose, orange, 16 inches tall, fine
for bouquets.
Cantaloupe, Sweern Early
hybrid, 75 days from seed sow-
ing- Melons slightly oval, about
434 inches, salmon flesh, small
cavity, long producing. Vines
resistant to powdery mildew.
Unwins, Farmingdale, N.J.
'Begonia, Semperflorens Mizar,
scarlet, early, on dwarf, com-
pact plants; Begonia Tarca,




Medal winner, hybrid, early
with large double flowers on
dwarf plants.
Petunia, Rose Parasol, bright
rose with white edge; Petunia
Velvet Picotee also Fl hybrid,
velvet y-purple edged with
white, free-flowering.
Lavatera, Silver Cub, Fleuro-
select Silver Medal winner, 1i-
2 feet tall, well branched, salm-
on-red mass of single flowers.
Also Lavatera Mont Bland,
Bronze Medal winner, white.
Unwins, an English firm, also
offers Cabbage Hisepta, Cau-
liflower Abundantia, early; Let-
tuc Darka, head; and Parsley
Krause.
(For Earl Aronson's "Associ-
ated Press Guide to House
Plants," said $1 to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50









Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets, or
GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Face










623 South 4th CO. Murray, K y




Although 1 had a fairly good
idea of what the Energy Tax
Act of 19711 covered, the multi-
plicity of questions about the
law from readers sent me
scurryuig to the Internal Revs-
ruse Service publication, "Ener-
gy Credits for Individuals." Be-
tween this and Form 565,
which must be used when a
credit is claimed, 1 was able to
get a much clearer picture of
the fine pants of the regu-
lations concerning income-tax
credits for insulation and other
energy-saving improvements.
Before passing on the infor-
mation, it is important to un-
derstand what a tax credit is.
When you get a DEDUCTION,
you subtract the iunount from
income before the tax is com-
puted. When you get a CRED-
IT, you subtract the amount
the credit from the sum ow
the government after the tax is
computed. Thus, a credit saves
you far more than a deduction.
The credit provided by the
Energy Act amounts to 15 per-
cent of the first $2,000 spent.
You can claim the credit on
your federal income-tax return
for 1978 for qualified improve-
ments made from April 20,
1977, to the end of 1978. Credit
for improvements made from
Jan. I, 1479, to the end of 1985




'Ty ossinum mat of al
applies to any see tampagor tor
any one house. It you're eiatm-
ing a credit for work dem on a
house last year but saa plan-
rang to move, you'll be digit*
for the full credit 00 Mr VOW
home, provided, of course, that
it was built before April 20,
1977. You'll be able to take the
full credit even if the previous
owner had made some energy-
saving improvements and re-
ceived credit for them.
Another benefit of the new
law is that you can claim a
credit as of the date you in-
stalled the insulation, storm
windows, or whatever, not the
date you paid the bill. The
Energy Tax Act states that an
expenditure "shall be treated
made when the original in-
taxi is completed." You
have paid for an energy-
laving item before April 20,
.,1977, but didn't get around to
installing It until after that
date. Or you might have made
the installation in December of
last year but didn't pay for it
until this year. In both cases,
you can deduct the credit on
your 1978 tax return.
Although energy credits are
allowed only for principal resi-
dences, it's okay if you made a
qualified improvement within
30 days before occupancy. The
government recognises that
many wople' who buy older
homes like to fix them up be-
fare imp maw th
hoprarashata that oak-
=sr dw etage kitetakalskstiodasta sad death
waseboratrippim
desk lhourmash, roPlacesnatOlniaas et War barriers that
ram* Ilit-amasset al fuel used,
and bulimpliast Ivation aps-
thst replace gas plast
litedallse for elder
Maims and Imalsttas. that is
wrapped anwod Iseead-air
ducts are melodist III cost of
both materials *ad labw is a
qualified expenditure.
The items that do not qualify
make an interesting list. Siding
is one, even though it is in-
tended in part to have an in-
sulaWig effect. Others are
draperies, carpets, wood panel-
ing, a replacement boiler or
furnace, a wood-burning stove,
or fluorescent lights.
Also, here's a little-known
fact. You are eligible for the
tax credit if you rent either a
house or an apartment. The
dwelling must be your principal
residence and must have been
built before April 20, 1977.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending 21.50 to this news-





















Large Selection In Stock and Ready For Immediate Delivery!
Come In and Look at Our New Display
208 E. Main
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Department Of Finance Launches
Employee Cost Cutter Competetion
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
When the state Department of
Finance's budget for - next
fiscal year was slashed
$250,000 by the Legislature in
recent special session, of-
ficials decided to do
something other thaii beat
their breasts in frustration.
They have launched a "cost
cutter competition" in which
employees are invited to
submit ideas for savings
regularly with the lure of cash
prizes.
Every f months the
winner will eive -$50, with
$30 for runiieruip and $20 for
third place.
Filiance Secretary Huy
Stevens said the money will
come from commissioners
and the secretary.
The word about the contest
has been sent to all 1,300
employees with their last
paychecks, and Stevens said
"there has been substantial
interest. People are asking
their supervisors about it."
Nobody above division
director is eligible to submit
ideas on savings and the
secretary said every
suggestion will be taken
seriously.
What if an employee
proposes cutting Stevens'
annual salary from $38,500 to,








































































































































Distr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
evuziunues?
"That won't be im-
plemented," Stevens said with
a smile, "but nobody would be
punished for making such a
suggestion."
He said there is no plan
afoot to tun' to pay cuts as any
solution - that economies will
be sought elsewhere in areas
which lower level employees
might know better than their
supervisors.
The entries will be judged
by a committee of finance
officials.
The concept has been tried
before, but on a routine basis
with minimal results, Stevens
acknowledged.
"This time we're trying to
provide cash as the in-
centive," he said.
The first awards will be
made April 5. There is no limit
on the number of ideas to be
submitted by any single
worker.
The questions on the cost-
cutter form are few and
direct.
First, there is the idea in a
nutshell, then the work units
that might be affected and the
procedures that should be
followed to carry out the plan.
The form also asks the
advantages and disad-
vantages of the suggestion and
how the contributor thinks it
would save money.
The final query is the
amount that could be saved
and how the worker has
calculated it.
The finance agency
operates under an ap-
propriation of about $13.5




I AP) - Two Bowling Green
men escaped injury when an
explosion triggered a fire that
-destroyed their mobile home,
authorities said.
Mike Thomas and Steve
Dorris escaped injury Monday
when a stove exploded and
threw the men outside the
trailer. The resulting fire
destroyed the mobile home.
The loss was estimated at
$4,000.
EYE CATCHERS - Two life-sized stuffed gorillas are casually eyed by passerby inseats at the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. The animals were enroute tothe Home Furnishings Show in Dallas and were ticketed as passengers on the flight toTexas.
(A Laserhpoto)
Three Little Known Types Of
VD Becoming A Major Problem
By JACK STILLMAN
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA AP) - Three
little-known venereal diseases
are becoming a major fiealth
problem because most per-
sons do not realize they are
sexually transmitted, officials
of the national Center for
Disease Control said Monday.
One of the diseases is
becoming a major cause of
involuntary sterility, said Dr.
Paul Wiesner, director of the
CDC's VD Control Division.
State laws require that five
venereal diseases, of which
gonorrhea and syphilis are the
best known, be reported to
health officials.
However, a recent study
shows that other lesser known
venereal diseases are showing
up more • and more in VD
clinics, the CDC said.
Besides gonorrhea and




Others which are not






YOU'RE LUCKY, DO YOU
KNOW THAT BIRD? YOU'RE
LUCK'? BECAUSE qOU DON'T
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which are occurring now "are
creating new groups of women
who will be sterile the rest of
their lives."
-What we are looking at
now are the larger numbers in
the 1980s who will be robbed of
the chance of motherhood
because of these infections,"
he said Monday in an in-
terview. -The test tube baby
will be their only solution."
Wiesner emphasized,
however, that gonorrhea
remains the most important
cause of infertility among
women.
Venereal infections are
showing up in increasing
numbers in clinics at New
Haven, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Denver, Atlanta and
Lexington, Ky., the CDC said.
However, it was emphasized
that these cities were used in
the study because of the
availability of clinics, and not
because of any major out-
breaks of the diseases.
The VD study shows the
following averages for each
100 cases among mer for
nongonococcal urethritis and
herpes: New Haven 29.5 and
2.7; Detroit 25.1 and 0.1;
Minneapolis 24.6 and 4.3;
Denver 27.6 and 3.0; Atlanta
24.4 and 7.3; Lexington 4.2 and
1.7
The study gives these
averages for 100 cases among
women for herpes and
trichononiasis: New Haven 1.9
and 8.7; Detroit none and 25.3;
Minneapolis 2.5 and 8.5;
Denver 2.1 and 9.4; Atlanta 3.2
and 11.9; and Lexington 0.3
and 12.1.
Survey Shows
Wiesner said a common
antibiotic, tetracycline, is
available for treatment of the
lesser known venereal
diseases, but people don't take
it because they don't realize
they are victims of a sexually
transmitted disease.
John Doucoumes, medical
technologist in charge of the
Lexington-Fayette County
Health Department
Laboratory, when asked to
comment on the CDC report,





Lexington doctors may not be
reporting all cases of VD to
the health department. The
CDC figures may be far from
accurate, he said.
"Everybody's known that
syphilis and gonnorhea_ were
venereal diseases but until 10
years ago they wouldn't admit
that trichomoniasis was. Until
recently, many doctors did not
regard herpes as a com-
municable disease."
Doucoumes said there is
nongonococcal urethritis and
that it is not always com-
municable. "It includes a
whole series of diseases."
However, Wiesner of the CDC
said that most types of this
disease are communicable.
Doucoumes said he has
heard of only one possible case
in Lexington of the type of
nongonococcal urethritis that
causes sterility.
"But I've seen fatalities






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
One-half of Kentucky's adults
rarely or never go to the
library, a statewide survey
has shown.
And more than two-thirds
said the bookmobile either did
not visit their area or did so at
an inconvenient time.
These were among trends
disclosed in a joint poll by the
Urban Studies Center of (he
University of Louisville and
the state Department of
Libraries and Archives.
"The findings report both
good news and bad news for
library enthusiasts," the state
library agency commented.
Among the good findings
was that those who did visit
the library usually found the
facilities adequate and con-
venient. They also were aware
of such key programs as
children's story hours and the
availabilty of films, records,
newspapers and magaaines.
On the other hand, only half
knew that a copy machine was
available for their con-
venience, and one of three
regular library users did not
realize they could telephone
the library for information.
The poll tried to ascertain
why half of Kentuckians do not
visit libraries.
Sixty-eight percent reported
they did not need the library.
Exactly the same percentage
said that they don't read.
On the first reason, the state
library agency explained that





On the second, it com-
mented:
"The problem - if it is a
problemm - goes much
deeper than the Kentucky
public library system. It
hinges on the very behavior
and preferences of our
society. And reading for seven
of every 10 non-users is simply
not a preference."
The theoretical profile on
who uses the library was not
surprising - mostly female,
mostly middle-aged, with a
tendency toward affluence
and good education.
"One might wonder if an
increased emphasis on hobby-
related and 'how-to' materials
might draw more Kentucky
males into the library system
as regular users," the library
agency said.
One heartening discovery to
the pollsters was that most
respondents did not want any
library cutbacks, although a
majority also said they would
not support additional library
taxes.
If there had to be budget
cuts, the largest number felt
that newspaper and magazine
subscriptions should be the
first to go -- presumably
because such material is
available to them elsewhere.
Moreover, library users by
a large margin favored
reducing hours that libraries
are open if economies had to
be imposed.
The state library com-
mented that it was as if they
were saying: "Rather than
cut any services, simply limit







Comp. Care   753-6622
• Fire (City) 763-1441
Fire (County) 753-6952
Foster Parents ... 753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Coin... 753-0849
Humane Soc  759-4141









This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger de
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip







be submitted by 12










washer made by Roper
in good condition,
$150. Call /534322 af-
ter 4:00 p.m.
HELP US celebrate our
second year anniversary!
Thousands of paperbacks, 10
cents and up 808 Chestnut
Street in Murray. also stores







first insertion of ads for
corr•ctions This
newspaper will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP
FLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
2. NOTICE
"GOD IS LOVE." 1 here is no
Power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how :
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102 3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP AM, Sundays at 1230.
Expert Saga Sinks so Nest
TV's sad stereo's. (Car and
Nemo)
World of Sound
















FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching.
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture.
or anything else they might
'wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a •
need of these items are urged- -
to call 759,4600, Bible Facts,































WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753•8298. We copy and restore
old photographs 
S. LOST 4 FOUND
LOST 5240.00 in a PeoplesBank envelope. Lost near
Hendons Service station or
Calloway Manufacturing.
Reward. Call 753 6940
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753 3230 or 753 8368
LOST: Approximately
7 month old mixed
breed female dog,
mostly white (salt and
pepper body) with
dark ears and face.
Lost in the vicinity of
the New Providence
area. Answers to the
name of Pepper. If
seen please call 753-
7618.
PUBLIC NOTICE *
The City of Murray's 1979 Community Developmentpreapplication was submitted to H.1J03. inLouisville on January n, 1979. A complete Copy ofthis application is open for public review between ,8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday inthe City Planner's Office at the City Rail.
Steve Yea, Resident Planner
























































































IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. HELP WANTED
lANID $1111111101
Need person experienced In
land surveying Contact F T
Sargent of F T Sergent







wanted, apply in person at
Trenholm's Restaurant 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray. 
FISH CREEL Survey Clerk
on Kentucky Lake. Send
resume and ref erances to icy
Dept of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Route 4 Box 785,
Murray Kentucky 42071. 
HICKORY HUT Barbque
needs someone to malice
deliveries from 11:00 to
12:30, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday. Will pay $2.90
per hour, plus mileage.
Apply in person, Hickory Hut
Barbque, Chestnut Street. 
MOTHER'S HELPER, 8:00
till 5:00 Monday thru Friday
this summer.Furnish own
transportation. Referances
please. 753-0861 after 5:00
PM and before 9:00 PM. 
NEED INDIVIDUALS or
married couple, interested in
work at lakeside Resort,
Saturdays only. 16 or older
must have .clivn tran-
sportation. 436-5414. 
PART TIME, full 'time
positions opening soon in
your area. Earn $6 to $8 per
hour, must be 18, car and
phone required. For in
terview call (502) 5544191. 
PART TIME Help wanted
nights and week ends. Apply
in person at the Shoe Loft,










and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be  
high school graduates
and should apply at







for 1' 2 year old, your home
or mine, also to keep
schoolage child after school,
near Coldwater or North
Elementary School. Call 189
2116 after 5 pm. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and sarvice
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to
P.O. Box 32 B. 
WHOLESALE FOOD route
fOr sate, Paducah area, truck
investment required. Call
between 7 and 9 pm, 753-4678.
-3211einimmer• 
FUN










- PRACTICE PIANOS - 
BALDWIN 9 FT. USED
CONCERT GRAND
- la Mint Caseation -
LONARDO
PIANO 
CO'Acres from Pool Office 
P es. hos
AUCTION
Saturday, Feb. 24, 1979
10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
Shelving Chain Store Equipment &
Glassware, in Paducah, Kentucky. HARRY
HARRIS, INC. 3420 Yeiser Street.
 EQUIPMENT 
Chest type freezers, upright freezers. 2--12 ft. deli
refrigerator cases, restaurant tables and bases, restaurant
chairs, bottle coolers, meat slicers, need repair, drink
makers, track scales, floor scales with dial, ice machines, ice
bins, steam pressure cooker 2 door, electric ovens. 7 opening
electric oven, gas ovens, gas deep fryer, electric deep fat
fryer, used refrigerations compressor for air pumps, groceries
scales, 12 cash registers, Hobart dishwasher needs repair,
chicken Bar-B-Q machine (large) reach in 8 door freezer, S-S
Interior with 3 HP compressor, dairy cases, parking lot
vacuum cleaner, Henny-Penny chicken fryer with fat filter
and refrigerated storage cabinet, peg board all sizes, mirrors,
formica counters, formica bar counters, dump tables, 2x5,
cafeteria trays, captain chairs, school chairs, child school
chars, child school desk, folding chairs, 1-10 ft. dairy case,
112 ft open dairy case, 1 complete cafeteria line up, 8 ft.
self contain open display freezer, plywood shelving and a lot
of other shelving, some broken down
MISC. 
Lawn mowers, electric moters /8HP to 30 HP. cedar post,
several 5 ton air conditioners, central store coolers.
GLASS WARE 
Hotel & Restaurant China, cups, saucers. sandwich plates,
bread plates, dinner plates, soup plates. soup bowls, chili
bowls, cereal bowls, fruit dishes, milk, water and tea glasses,
over 31,000 pounds of glass ware, bring a truck,
NOTE: Reason for selling mowing to Ledbetter • RATHER
SELL THAN MOVE. We sold for 3 hours on Feb. 8, 1971, the
weather began to get bad and buyers started to lean,
therefore, we are re-scheduling the sale.
SALE HELD IN HEATED BUILDING








MR N. 12th St.
or Gall 153-3213
14. WANT TO BUY
IL SEWING MACHINES
MODEL 600, TOUCH and
sew Singer sewing machine
753•54n 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
ilss MF TRACTOR, 210 hp,
500 cv motor, 30.5L R & C
tires, 375 hours. bought new
April 1975. 527-8374. 
1105 MF TRACTOR, cab and
air, duals 5-16 inch semi
mounted plows, 16' folding
birch diSc. 527-8374.
JON BOAT, 14' Aluminum. 300 MF COMBINE, cab and
Call 753 2293.  air, also chopper, 13' been
WANT TO buy a 1969 or head, 527-8374•
below Firebird or Camaro, 4 ROW CULTIVATOR, I row
will pay any reasonable International corn planter, 6
price. Call and ask for Jill, row spray rig, 527-8374. 
753 9181 or 753,4530.  TEN FOOT John Deere
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE  small grain drill. $250. 1.354. 
AFTERINVENTORY6653-
clearance sale. Carpet 22. MUSICAL 
remnants, all must go, wall SANTA GOT caught in thepaper starting at $1.50 single blizzard and left all hisrow, mismatch paint as low Wurlitzer organs with us.as $3.00 per gallon, over Must sell at our cost, no down 1.79 unaere Feet.e• Synd.cate Incstock spray paint 3 cans for payment, small monthly$1.00. over 50 rolls and payments. Clayton's • J. & B.11
Armstrong vinyl flooring, MAILING HIS INCOME TAX RETURN
remnants of Congolaum and music. 7517575.
discontinued carpet samples, 23..1, EXTERMINATING 




curls, 27 curlers, 3 sizes,
$15.00. GE Mist-Condition
Ha irsetter, 20 curlers, 3
sizes, $15.00. GE delux
hairdryer, Portable,new
S20.00. Call 767-6644. 
1910 OAK FLAT top
secretary, $675. A pair of
good GT radials. Call 7S3-
7741. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
OLD 24 CUBIC foot upright
freezer, if it works, pay $30.
753-4828.
I We Boy, SoN Or UMW
Usod Foreshore or Ap-
pliances
Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
205 Solth 
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con















lassowentaioneonsmimeremc. 111111011C: ' :311111111/Matain
. Paul  Wikrson & San
Real Estate & Auction EEI
Lams, Ky. 674-5523, 674-5454-Licensed in Ky. & Ti.
, 1Viikerson, Broker & Arc. 674-55S0
Col. Paul WINersoa, Broker & Asc. 674-5523
Franklin I. 
 46
Dole Harris, Alm. Broker & Inc. 674-5154
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Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Call
753.8170. 
INSTANT STACK shelving:
as many as you need for
home or commercial
storage. Come by and see at
405 S 4th Street, or call 753-





cut with 14 diamonds, white
gold, 5500. 753,8694. 
26. TV-RADIO 
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. J
& B Music, 753-7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1778 CAME RO, Sky blue, air,
cruise, rally wheels,delux
interier,AM FM tape, 19000
miles, $500000. Call 901142-
or-443-7226. Must See& 
12 x 65, 3 bedroom 2 bath,
furnished, central Heat and-
Air,S6000, Call 901-642-7226 or
642.6614. 
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1)2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur-
nished, all appliances in-
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 141'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria „Trailer
Courts Call 1-345 2799 after 5
pm.
1975 12' X 60', ALL ELEC-
TRIC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed.
Call 4924511. 
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 753-6949 after
5:30 pm. 
12' X 50', TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, reasonably
priced. Call during week
after 4:30, 753-0067 ask for
Stan. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, loam to 6 pm. 
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and garbarge
pickup; office phone 492-8258. 
TWO, 3 BEDROOM, trailers.
Call 753-0957. 
TRAILER, Singles only,
small quite court,S65.00 per
month. Call 753-8216 after 5
PM.
30. BUS. RENTALS 
APPROXIMATELY 1000




to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray • Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per-
manent job. Call 471-2727
extension 218,7 am t04 pm or
436 2420 6 pm to 11 pm, and
ask for Mr. Ellsworth. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent on Waldrop Drive.








Available at once. Call 753
4331. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
TWO UNFURNISHED
houses for rent. One 2
bedroom house, 1 block from
campus, $175. One house with
2 bedroom and den in county,
$140. References required.
Call 753-3393 alter S pm. 
UNFURNISHED 3 bedroom,
1 bath, fenced yard, wood
stove, excellent condition.
Bagwell Manor 000.00 per
month,S100 Deposit. Call 753.
8255 between 5-7 PM.







LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2809. 
LARGE ROUND bales of
Timothy hay. Will load on
truck. $25 per bale 491 8376
PROBABLY. "
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
COCKER PUPS, AKC, 4
males, 2 females, 6 weeks.
753-0662. 
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
AKC, ears cropped, shots,
Champion sired, 13 weeks.
Call 753.5620. 
FULL BLOODED black and
silver German Shepherd
pups, $25 each. 435-4481 
REGISTERED POINTER
pups, 5 months old, Red
Water Rex, Whiteknight and
Elhew bloodlines. Males and
females. Phone (615) 647-
0583, ClarkSville, Tennessee,
after 5 pm. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
GARAGE APARTMENT, 1
block from University,
contains 6 sleeping rooms.
753 1812 or 759-4909.
PLAL.7 UPS




Retireowst Cortege! 2 Mt
boom at 625 Breed idol for
mak plarming
Let loos genhoo spot to grew
fresh vegetables. Also his
storm deers sod windows.
Only $18,750.00.
John Smith, Realtor
1600 Catalina is the ad-
dress of this neat three
bedroom brick in ex-
cellent condition.
Storm doors and win-
dows, carpet, stove,




IF YOU would like a small
home in a quiet neigh-
borhood, see this 2 bedroom
cottage.. .carpeted
throughout Needs just a
little tender love and care to
be a really cute place. Calf
753-1492 or 753.8321 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Professional Services
With The Fnendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S
RETREAT - CEN-
TER RIDGE SUB. -
This Cozy Cottage on
large wooded lot, not





105 N. 12th St.
MINI ESTATE...complete
with garden area, grape
arbor and fruit trees, three
bedroom house. low down
payment. .assumable
loan...all for S30,900 Dial 753







bath house will appeal








colors. Call today to
see this choice listing.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for








ce of a shopping center







Situated on a very
large wooded lot with
tasteful landscaping.
Plan ahead for spring
and eating out on the
covered patio. Heat
pump for economical
heating and cooling is
another plus. Priced in
the $60's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222. We are members
of Multiple Listing.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.
Purdom & Thurman




SUPER LOT • Wooded lot in
beautiful Gatesboro at half
the usual asking price. See
this listing on County Cork





Call today for an ap-
pointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.







this to turn that mon-





NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
P1I(1 NAIR CUT $1.50
Saturda 7 30 ti15:00
PIKE SHAVE $1.25
For hospital & bees* cab *me cal 753-305 son dry in al-
vans. Notary Public Service.
RETAIL BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Be your own boss in an exciting and ever-
growing retail business. The Firestone Tire de Rub-
ber Company has several dealerships available
now.
The Firestone tire line is one of the most complete
in the Industry. It's backed up by hard-hitting ad-
vertising and merchandising plans.
A basic investment of $50,000 entitles you to
training program privileges, management guidan-
ce and assistance on selection of salesroom and ser-
vice equipment. It's your opportunity to invest in a
profitable venture - one that offers you both per-
sonal freedom and financial security. Investigate
today'
Write or call us collect for the complete profit story.
CARL THOMAS
TERRITORY SALES MGR.
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
111 Grannie DO







With The Fnendly Touch"
A POSSIBLE
DREAM. . . Longing
for a country home
nestled in a private
wooded site? See this
newly listed 3 BR. 2
bath mobile home with
central heat & air on 2
acres on Hwy. 94 E.
not far from lake.
ONLY $12,900 - DON'T
DELAY! Boyd-Majors









NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,756. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone







With The Fnendly Touch'
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL LOT. . . 120'
wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers
Priced Right To Sell
$4,950. Call Boyd -








on 10 secluded acres
3-4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
woodburning stove,






44: LOTS FOR SALE
FOR,.1SALE by owner lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of High
way 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub-
division Call Bob Futrell,
753 7668 days, and .753 2394
nights
44. HOMES FOR SALE
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
large den on 1 acre lot, 1 mile
South of Kirksey. Call 419
2280. 
TWO BARGAINS in lower
priced houseS At 5th and
Pine, a good well kept large
house with two newly
renovated and carpeted
complete apartments plus
two upstairs bedrooms for
only 526.500. At 412 N 5th a
large solid, livable three
bedroom for only 57,950. Both




1978 IT 175 YAMAHA, 12_50
miles, perfect mechanical
condition, new chains and
sprockets. Call 753-7228. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
FOR SALE: 1963 six cylinder




DOBA, 13,000 miles, like
new. 1978 Dodge Van,
Sportsman royal SE, 6,000
miles. 1977 Ford Ranchero,
22,000 miles. 753-2720 or cmi
be seen at Thweatt's Servi&
Station. 
1970 CHEVY BEL-AIR, 6
cylinder, $300. Call 1-354-
6653. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Formula,
20,000 miles, excellent
condition, $5000. Call 767-
4309.
1971 FORD LTD, 4 door, good
condition. 1960 Chevy pickup
truck, good condition. Ford
tractor, 12 inch plow and 14
inch plow. Kerosine
salamander. 437-4801.
I 'The Gas Severs"
Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.
cric30Cli
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo,
Good condition, neW paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned. Slide-in FM-cassette
player. $1300. Cali 753-7839
after 4 pm. 
1975 FORD GRANDA, 2-
door, 6 cylinder, power and
air, one owner, good con-
dition, $2250. Call 489-2595. 
GOOD CONDITION 1970
Chevrolet Caprice, $750. Also
_1970 Ford Van_ Cali 7
)972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top, V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition, $900.
call 354-6217. 
1970 MALIBU, LOW mileage,
51100.753-4023. 
1973 MAVERICK GRAB
BE R . 6500 miles, good
condition, best offer. Call 489-
2743 after 4:30. 
1966 MUSTANG, HAS been
wrecked but engine and
interior are fine. If interested




wagon, air, automatic, nice.
5695. 753-1818 after 5 pm. 
1974 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme stationwagon,
automatic, air, cruise, AM. 
FMradio, radial tires. 436-
5610. 
1977 PLYMOVTH VOLARIE
SW, air, power steering,
power disc brakes, crUiSe
control, power windows, AM 
FMstereo radio, low
mileage, extra clean, good
mechanically, white with
wood grain trim, $3900
Sedalia, 328.8275. 
50. USED TRUCKS 
1975 CHEVROLET,
SILVERADO, power
steering, brakes and air, AM•
FM radio, $4000 Call 435-
.4588
SO. USED TRUCKS  Si. SERVICES OFFERED 
1968 CHEVROLET, SHORT
wheel base pickup, like new,
has had major tuneup, new
carberator, new timing gear,
new paint, white over red,
body perfect Indy steering
wheel, 1, new tires wide oval,
chrome mags, $1500 or $1000
7with out 
7594184.97 
tires and mags. Call
DODGE AD-
VENTURER SE, two-tone
blue, 11,500 miles, has some
extras. Call 169.7228 after 5
pm.
FOR SALE: 1968 Jeepster
Commando, 4 wheel drive
good condition, call 489-2436. 
FOR SALE: 1976 Jeep CJ5,









Trans Star, cabover, 903 V8
Cummins, 13 Speed, new
paint and tires, P.P.O.
hydraulic pump, headache
rack, chains and binders.
Call 437-4760 or 437-4852. 
ONE TON truck, 1970 Ford,
14' bed. $975. Call 436-2658. 
PACE ARROW motor home
28', 300Q miles, perfect
condition. Call 753-7853. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. Vibra- Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-




walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753,5476. 
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
ELECTRICAL WORK,
commercial and residential.
Cali Tony Teschner, 354-8531,
if no answer 354-8201.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger THREE, 6 WEEKS old, 1 "2
Hudson. We also do grading collie and 1/2 German
and backhoe work, for free Shepherd, MUST find home or
esttmates-Tatt753- asas-or 753- -)11-Wift  Veep. 753_ _
6763-/ 2753. -
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote A & I Ford





753-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky. Tennessee
Insulation, R1.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, ( 502) 435-
1527. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat•
ching and seal coating. 751
1537. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
ROOF I NG, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 Years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1
"-702
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211. 
WILL DO housekeeping, Call
anytime 753-6956. 
WILL CLEAN out house
gutters. Please call 753-8449






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home acl-ons, and patios, or U'
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24








DEER HUNTERS SPECIAL - 23.6 acres approximately 11 miles west of Ken-
tucky Lake near Buchanan Community, 60% tillable land, balance in har-
dwoods, long road frontage for future building sites. Priced at only $11,000.00.
29.75 ACRES NEAR BUCHANAN COMMUNITY with 3 acre open field, balance
is in hardwood timber, has frontage on blacktop and gravel road, ideal building
sites for homes or cabins. This would be excellent for deer hunting and small
game. Price is $13,750.00.
EAST OF DRESDEN - A HUNTERS AND FISHERMAN'S DREAM - 1.4
acres of land adjoining Garrett Lake improved with 3 bedroom home with cen-
tral electric heat, lux baths, dining room, living room, kitchen, and breakfast
area, enclosed porch, and open porch which faces lake, garage and storage
building plus 10x40 - 1969 model mobile home in good condition for only
$29,500.00. Front yard goes right to Garrett Lake for fishing, duck or goose hun-
ting plus access to State owned land for prime deer hunting. Call for an ap-
pointment.
35 ACRES OF LAND ADJOINING NEW MARTIN BYPASS on prime corner to
main access road, level to gently rolling with approximately 8 acres of woods,
excellent for residential building. Owner would divide. A prime spot for
business adjoining this new bypass.
10 ACRES OF LAND EAST OF PALMERSVILLE improved with like new 2
bedroom frame home with living room, kitchen, bath, and 4" well, excellent for
small home or deer hunter retreat cabin. Only $20,000.00.
ON KENTUCKY LINE - CHOICE 157 ACRE FARM with no improvements,
140 acres tillable with 43 acres of second bottom land, rolling area of farm is
sown in permanent pasture with waterways seeded on hill land that is being
worked, only short distance off main highway, with road on 2 sides, and priced
reasonable.
CHOICE 14 ACRE BUILDING SITE JUST SOUTHEAST OF MARTIN in
developing area with nice road frontage, city water available, private pond and
scattered trees on back section.
90 ACRES OF LAND NORTHEAST OF MARTIN under cattle fence, partially
open, and partially wooded, plenty of deer and small game, and only $35,000.00.
UNIT 2 RUSSWOOD SHORES - DELUXE ROUND BUILT HOME with 3
spacious bedrooms, 2 full,haths, central heat and air conditioning, fireplace in
living room, kitchen features built-in stove, and charcoal grill, sliding glass
doors onto raised redwood deck plus partial basement with walkout view
facing the lake, suitable for permanent borne, retired couple or a fabulous
cabin.
Alexander Real Estate & Audion Sales
239 University Street Martin, IN 38237








The funeral for Dewey
Ragsdale is being held today
at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blaleck-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. H. C.
Chiles and the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr., is soloist with
Richard Jones as organist.
Rude11 Parks, Fred Pogue,
Marvin Harris, G. T. Lilly, R.
L. Ward, Randall B. Pat-
terson, Myron Poole, Codie
Caldwell, Nat Ryan Hughes,
Gus Robertson, Sr., Fred
Workman, and Bryan Tolley
are serving as pallbearers.
Entombment will be in the
Murray Mausoleum.
Mr. Ragsdale, 76, died
Sunday at 3:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
• Mary, 1100 Sycamore,
Murray; sister, Mrs. W. J.
Stoessiger, Centralia, Ill.;
brother, G. R. Ragsdale,
Murray Route 3.
Final Rites Held
Here For Carl Todd
Final rites for Carl Todd, 205
Ash Street, Murray, were held
Monday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev:
Bob Henley officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Danny
Todd, Allen, Bobby, and
Frank Coles, Mason Milby,
and James Buoy. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Todd, 87, died Saturday
at 10:50 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County HospitaL
Members of the Produktion Staff are shown discussing the menu for Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre's up-coming Second Anniversary Celebration.
To be catered by Chuck Wynn of Dakota Feed and Grain the gala event will be held
Marcp 1, 2 and 3 at the Murray Jaycee Center. The doors will open at 6 p.m. followed
by dinner, an original vaudeville-type show "You (Still) Ain't See Nothin' Yet" and
dancing. Tickets are still only $950 and are available by reservation by calling 759-1752
day or night. Seated from left to right are Mary Bartlett, house co-chairman; Betty
Brockway, anniversary event chairman; and Diane Johnson, hospitality co-chairman.
Standing left to right are Wynn and Richard Valentine, director of the show.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— China's invasion columns
have resumed their advance
into Vietnam and replaced
battered units with fresh
troops, intelligence sources in
Bangkok reported today. The
sources said aftet with-
drawing some units Monday,
the Chinese sent in
replacements and pushed
ahead a mile or more.........
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary
regime executed four more of
Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi's generals by firing
squad early today and said it
would hound the ruler in exile
until he could only find refuge
in South Africa or Israel.
Survivors includi=twar--
sisters, Mrs. Bill Mahan and
Mrs. June Griffin, Murray;
two brothers, Ulm Todd,
Calvert City, and Kennie




Funeral services for Cullen
Forrest of Murray Route 5 are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. William B. Taylor of-
ficiating and music by the
choir of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church where he was
a member.
Serving as pallbearers are
Raymond Feltner, Sandy
Forrest, I. R. Hillman, Bobby
Mitchell, Thomas Tip Cohoon,
and Ray Thurman. Burial will
follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Forrest, 68, died
Monday at 4 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lourelle Winchester
Forrest, and one daughter,
Miss Lucy Ann Forrest,
Murray Route 5; one son,
Thomas Douglas Forrest and
wife, Patsy, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; one brother, Alonzo
Forrest, Murray Route 5; two
grandchildren, Howard
Thomas Forrest and Anne
Dorelle Forrest.
Advertasement
Don't Blame Your Age
For Poor Hearing
Chicago, Ill. -- A free of-
fer of special interest to
those who hear but do not
understand words has been
announced by Beltone. A
non-operating model of the
smallest Beltone aid of its
kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this ad.'
vertisement.
Send for this model, put it
on and wear it in the
Whrecy of your own home.many people with a
hearing loss will not
receive any significant
benefit from any hearing
aid, this free model will
show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It is not a real
hearing aid, and it's yours
to keep, free. The actual
aid weighs less thin a third
of an ounce, and it's all at
ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for
yours now. Again, we
repeat, there is no cost, and
certainly no obligation.
Thousands have already
been mailed, so write today
to Dept. 5543, Beltone Elec-
tronics, 4201 W. Victoria




Nada Thomason of Murray,
a freshman at Murray State
University, has been selected
as one of the seven cast
members for "And Miss
Reardon Drinks a Little," a
modern drama to be per-
formed by the University
Theatre Feb. 22-23-24.
Mrs. Thomason, the
daughter of Margaret Pruitt
of Austin, Texas, is a speech
and theatre major. She will
play the role of Fleur Stein.
"And Miss Reardon Drinks
a Little," a three-act play set
in New York City by Pulitzer
Prize winner Paul Zindell, is
about crises in three sister's
lives and the problems con-
fronting them.
Curtain time each evening is
8 p.m. at the University
Theatre in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Admission
is $3 per person or by season
ticket. Tickets may be ob-
tained by calling the
University Theatre box office
at 762-6797 between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m., beginning Monday.
Cairo-Wickliffe
Bridge Traffic
Limited To One Lane
Traffic on the Cairo-
Wickliffe Bridge, on U.S. 51
over the Ohio River, was
limited to one lane at noon
today. Gross weight of
vehicles crossing the bridge is
limited to 74,000 pounds, and
width is limited to eight feet.
Depending upon the
weather, this condition can be
expected throughout the
spring and summer con-
struction season. The one-lane
limitation is necessary for the
contractor to start removing
the deck.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
SobscrIbers lobe brio eon
received nose beese-delvereof
copy of The Iderrey ledger &
Tinos by 330 p.n. fidoeflin.
friday or by 3:30 p.m. is
Soterdeys ere urged to cell
7$3-1916 behoves 5:311 p.ai.
end 6p.... Messkry-Fridey, es
3411 p.m. is/ 4 p.n. 549w.
di, tv Were delivery el
swoorspaper. Calls nen be
hi' p.si. weekdays or
4 p.n. Setordeys to oesrairtee
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Their deaths brought to
eight the number of generals
executed by the new Islamic
regime, and three more were
killed by mobs. Sixteen more
ex-officials have been
reported condemned to death,
and the roundup is continuing.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter, plagued by
congressional criticism that
he has been indecisive in
setting foreign policy, is
moving to show his critics that
what an aide called a
"careful, thoughtful ap-
proach" is working. The
president is flying today to
Atlanta to give two speeches
— one on foreign policy and
another on inflation and the
budget,
NATIONAL
DALLAS (AP) — Texas
millionaire H. Ross Perot says
he unsuccessfully sought help
from the U.S. government
before sending his own elite
squad of combat-hardened
men to Iran to stage a daring
rescue of two imprisoned
employees of his computer
firm. We went to the
Department of Defense, the
State Department, the White
House and every other level of
our government. But there
was nothing, absolutely
nothing, they could do," said
Perot.
BAL HARBOUR, Fla. (AP)
— AFL-C10 President George
Meany has lashed out at
President Carter's handling of
foreign affairs, opening a new
rift with Carter and possibly
signaling the beginning of a
complete break with the
president. The relationship
between the two men has
deteriorated since Carter took
office, and some AFL-C10
officials here say Meany is on
the verge of a complete break.




IDS ANGELES (AP) — An
11-year-old boy with a broken
hand trudged two miles to
safety through waist-deep
snow and ice after surviving a
plane crash in the rugged San
Gabriel Mountains,
authorities said.
A female survivor — who
tried to make the trek but fell
and was unable to continue —
later died, authorities said.
The boy, Norman 011estad
Jr. of Malibu, walked into the
Chapman Ranch Monday
afternoon and said he believed
his father, Norman Sr., was
dead in the snowbound
wreckage of a Single-engine
Cessna 172, along with flying
instructor Bob Arnold, 27, of
Mar Vista.
Dr. Melvin Page Given
Grant For Research,Book
Dr. Melvin E. Page,
assistant professor of history
at Murray State University,
has been awarded a $2,000
grant by the American
MSU and U of L
To Jointly Sponsor
Legal Seminar
"Tax Consequences of Real
Estate Transactions" will be
the topic of a legal seminar
jointly sponsored by Murray
State University and the
University of Louisville at
Kenlake State Resort Park at
Aurora March 2-3.
Sessions are scheduled
Friday afternoon, March 2,
and Saturday morning, March
3. The seminar is the fourth of
1978-79 to provide continuing
education opportunities for
attorneys in West Kentucky.
Marlin M. Volz, professor of
law at the University of
Louisville, developed the
program for the seminar
series.
The registration fee is $25.
Participants must make their
own reservations for lodging.
To register in advance or to
obtain additional information,
attorneys should call or visit
Dr. Philip Deaver, Center for
Continuing Education, Sparks
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, Murray, Ky., 42071,
telephone ( 502) 762-2716.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
February 20, 1179
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Ftecetpes Act 1304 Est (150 Barrows &
Gilts 75 to mostly $1 23 lower Sows
mcetly steady
US I.200-23ó Ilia $9300.63 25
US 2 200-240 Rs 152 75-5.1 00
US 2,1 240-250 Its. $51 75-6275
US 2-4 MO-210 $50 75-51 75
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US 1-2270-350 We $45 00-46 OD
US 14306460 lbs 143 00-45 00
US 14 404401 nu 4i, so oar eo
US 14100460 Ms 147 0646 00
mostiy $48 00-049 so
t TS 2-3 300-500 lbe 142 00-43 00
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Council of Learned Societies
(ACIS) for summer research
in 1979 and for the writing of a
book on Central Africans in
World War I.
The grant is part of an ACIS
program of grants in aid to
recent recipients of the Ph.D.
degree. Page was formally
awarded the Ph.D. in African
history by Michigan State
University in June, 1977.
To cover a period from May
to August, the grant will be
used primarily for travel to
England to do the final
research for the book. When
that phase is completed, Page
will take the remainder of the
summer writing the first
draft.
His research during the
summer will be undertaken at
the British library newspaper
collection at Colindale outside
London and at the British
Public Record Office in the
London suburb of Kew.
The award to Page, who
joined the Murray State
faculty in 1975, will enable him
to complete the project which
he began in the summer of
1978 with the aid of a
Presidential Research
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Carter Defends U.S.-Soviet Arms
Treaty; Warns Kremlin About Iran
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — President Carter
offered his first broad defense of a U.S.-
Soviet arms treaty today but warned
the Kremlin that interference in Iran
could jeopardize Russian relations with
the United States.
He declared that the nearly com-
pleted pact is "a fundamental element
of strategic and political stability in a
turbulent world."
Delivering a major speech outlining
his administration's foreign policy at
the midpoint of his term, Carter also
revealed that, as a result of the Chinese
invasion of Vietnam, the United States
has "consulted directly with leaders
around the world."
Reporters were led to believe the
contacts may have been with Soviet
President Leonid I. Brezhnev and Vice
Premier Teng Hsiao-ping of China.
The president made his comments in
a speech prepared for delivery at
Georgia Institute of Technology, after
he spoke to the Georgia House and
Senate and defended his anti-inflation
program and "austere" budget
proposal.
He said the nation must continue to
meet the needs of the poor and elderly,
but added "there is a clear limit on the
ability of the American people to pay
higher and higher taxes to finance new
programs."
The president, emphasizing the need
for restraint in writing the budget,
which Congress is now taking up, said
"the inevitable pressures to spend just
a little more here or a little more there
for someone's pet project or someone's
favorite interest group have begun. I
am determined to fight those
pressures."
Speaking on the strategic arms
limitation treaty, which has been under
negotiation for more than six years by
three administrations, he said
agreement "has been reached on most
of the major components of a sound and
verifiable.. .treaty."
Asked whether this meant the treaty
had finally been completed, White
House press secretary Jody Powell
said, "We're still not there yet. There
are still some details, some important
details, to be worked out."
Carter stated that he would not let
competition between Washington and
Moscow "overwhelm possibilities for
cooperation." But, in comments clearly
meant for the Kremlin, he said in-
terference in Iran by °the* nations
"will have serious consequences and
will affect our broader relationship
with them."
The president said that while; the
United States does not oppose change,
change can have a "darker side when
countries in turbulence provide op-
portunities for exploitation by outsiders
who seek not to advance human aims
but rather to extend their own power
and position at the expense of others."
Carter also revealed he will consult
with Congress on additional military
assistance for Asian allies "to stand by
our friends and help meet their security
needs." Powell, without offering any
details, said this aid would go to
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
Indonesia and the Philippines, the
members of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations.
Summing up what he called the
nation's role and purpose in a world of
change and turbulence, Carter said:
"We provide the bedrock of global
security and economic advance in a
world of unprecedented change and
conflict."
Aides have spent considerable time
recently defending what one called
Carter's "careful, thoughtful ap-
proach" in foreign policy, under attack
in Congress.
Carter took up the challenge today,
referring to the leftist guerrilla assault
on the U.S. Embassy in Tehran last
Wednesday and stating:
"Those who argue that the United
States should or could intervene
directly to thwart these events ( in Iran)
are wrong about the realities of Iran.
So, too, are those who spout
propaganda that protecting our own
citizens is tantamount to direct in-
tervention."
Khomeini's Regime Kills
Four Of Shah's Generals
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's revolutionary
regime executed four more of Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's generals
by firing squad early today and said it
would hound the ruler in exile until he
could only find refuge in South Africa or
Israel.
Aides to Khomeini said Gen. Parviz
Amin Afshar, former commander of
the shah's Imperial Guard; Brig. Gen.
Maunuchehr Malek, the infantry
commander in Qazvin; Gen.
Nematullah Motamadi, military
governor of Qazvin, and Gen. Hossein
Hamadanian, chief of the SAVAK
secret police in Kermanshah, were Shot
at 2 aan.
Their deaths brought to eight the
number of generals executed by the
new Islamic regime, and -three more—
Assets..• Continued From Page One)
they said they expect a continued
demand this year.
"We were pleased with our growth
last year and our outlook this year for
continued growth remains good.
However that will depend on whatever
develops in the economy and with the
money situation," Randall Patterson,
president of Dee's Bank in Hazel said.
Dee's Bank recorded an asset growth
from $10,314,000 at the end of 1777 to
$11,393,000 closing out last year.
"If farm production stays the sarne,' I
believe we'll be in good shape locally,"
Patterson said.
The Hazel banking official predicted
the current inflation rate will remain
through this year.
Bruce Thomas, vice president and
manager of the Murray branch of
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan
Association, located on Main Street
near the downtown in Murray, said his
company, which had a good year in 1978
"is looking ahead to completing p
century of service." The firm will
celebrate its 100th anniversary later
this year, Thomas said.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Cattle 1400;
slaughter steers 50 higher;
heifers steady; cows 1.00-2.00
higher; bulls steady; calves
and vealers steady; feeders
steady;
Slaughter steers choice 980-
1285 lb 64.00-66.90;




high dressing utility 53.00-
59.25; cutter 46.00-52.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
42.00-46.00;
Slaughter bulls 1440-1445 lb
68.75-69.50; 1-2 1295-1565 lb
62.25-67.00;
Slaughter calves and
vealers choice- 200-300 lb
vealers 90.00-105.00; high
choice and prime 106.00-
109.50; good and choice 130-250
lb 73.00-90.00; choice 300-475 lb
calves 68.00-85.00; feeder
steers choice 380-500 lb 87.00-
95.00; 500-660 lb 79.00-90.25; 21
head 510 lb 90.25; 700-950 lb
67.00-74.00; mixed good and
choice 300-600 lb 78.00-87.50;
800-1075 lb 61.75-66.75; good
300-600 lb 70.00-80.00; 600-1080
lb 59.00-70.00; heifers choice
300-500 lb 74.00-83.00; 500-750 lb
66.50-76.50; mixed good and
choice 350-740 lb 65.00-74.00;
good 400-700 lb 58.00-68.00;
Hogs 700; barrows and gilts
25-50 lower ; 1-2 213-240 lb 54.35-
54.60; 200-265 lb 54.05-54.35; 2-3
200-260 lb 53.85-54.05; sows 50-
1.00 lower; 1-2 500-550 lb 50.00-
51.00; 400-500 lb 49.00-50.00;
325-400 lb 47,50-49.00; boars
over 300 lb 41.00; under 300 lb
35.50-38.00; -
Sheep 25; untested.
"I believe the cash flow will continue
to be favorable . . . but we're still
talking about higher interest rates on
some savings which will mean higher
interest rates for home borrowers."
Thomas said that "most Americans
view home ownership as a hedge
against inflation."
Thomas said his firm opened a new
branch on South 12th St. last year and
has over $15,000,000 assets locally.
Larry Wright, vice president of
Security Savings and Loan Association
of Mayfield and Murray, said his
company had a good year in 1978. He
predicted, however, that housing starts
locally may be off this year. "I expect
housing starts to be off 25 percent and
that's because of the higher cost of
money and the increased cost of
building."
"Interest rates have not peaked out,
they're going to keep rising. We can
already see some indicators of a
-ecession," Wright said.
Security Federal's combined assets
show an increase from $22,168,716 to
$30,013,275 during the past year. The
firm's Murray office is as 1300 Johnson
were killed by mobs. Sixteen more ex-
officials have been reported con-
demned to death, and the roundup is
continuing.
Malek and Motamadi were held
responsible for the bloody suppression
of demonstrations against the shah in
Qazvin, 90 miles northwest of Tehran,
where scores were killed and tanks
were used against the demonstrators.
Last Thursday a firing squad.:
executed Gen. Nematullah Nassir0
former national head of SAVAK, and'
three other top military commanders
on a rooftop at Khomeini's
headquarters.
In addition to the condemned in the
upper echelons, two policemen were
executed Monday in the central city of
Najafabad for killing demonstrators in
anti-shah riots.
Blvd.
Michael Starks, branch manager of
Home Federal Savings and Loan of
Paducah, a firm that opened at Main
and 12th Street here in mid-1978, said
his firm recorded the largest gain in its
history last year — $14,800,000.
"We're looking for another good
growth year. Our first month this year
was above January of last year,"
Starks said.
Starks said a national economic
slowdown is likely. "Often what hap-
pens nationally doesn't reflect locally,"
Starks said.
"Housing starts will be off to some
extent but probably more nationally
than locally," Starks said. He echoed
Thomas, saying Americans view real
estate as a good hedge against inflation.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The above story,
written by Lowell Atchley, is the final
article written by Atchley as a staff
reporter-photographer for this
newspaper. Atchley, who served as a
member of the news staff here since the
fall of 1977, has accepted a position with
the Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville.)




With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on Dining
Combination Salad (with meal)
...werreassesie
Super Special For Kids /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
• :,$'4,1041.010S3144.0,447W... 461Kg.f4;',..Agibt, 4,x
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
Luxurious Dining
for 250 People
uaranteed
Quick
Service
Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers
Pagliai's Pizza
C
510 Main 753-2975
